2022 Primetime Emmy Awards Ballot
®

Outstanding Music Composition For A Series (Original Dramatic Score)
Acapulco
Time After Time
As Diane shows a group of journalists a photo exhibit of Las Colinas' history, the story of Don Pablo's long
tenure at the resort is revealed.

Bo Boddie, Composer
The Afterparty
Maggie
An unexpected eyewitness emerges to help Detective Danner piece together the true story behind Xavier’s
demise.

Daniel Pemberton, Composer
All Creatures Great And Small (MASTERPIECE)
Episode 1
A trip back home to Glasgow presents James with a dilemma to choose between the people he loves. As
Helen (Rachel Shenton) and James (Nicholas Ralph) navigate their feelings for one another, Siegfried
(Samuel West), Tristan (Callum Woodhouse), and Mrs. Hall (Anna Madeley) must consider their places in
the world.

Alexandra Harwood, Composer
American Rust
Denmark
Harris finally finds the anonymous eyewitness. Lee decides not to return to New York. Billy is returned to
the general prison population to face the consequences of his actions. The D.A. may be forced to drop the
case. Season finale.

Marty Beller, Composer
And Just Like That...
No Strings Attached
Carrie questions whether she’s ready to take another step toward letting go. Charlotte boasts that she’s
finally finished menopause. Miranda’s spontaneity backfires.

Aaron Zigman, Composer

Animal Kingdom
Launch
In the season finale, it's all hands on deck as the Cody family uses all their tools, tricks, and vehicles to pull
off the job of their lives and settle all scores. A deadly secret from the past is also revealed...

Alexis Marsh, Composer
Samuel Jones, Composer
Arcane
Everybody Wants To Be My Enemy
Rogue enforcer Caitlyn tours the undercut to track down Silco. Jayce puts a target on his back trying to
root out Piltover corruption.

Alexander Temple, Composer
Alex Seaver, Composer
Archer
Dingo, Baby, Et Cetera
Lana makes rookie mistakes as ghosts from Archer’s past haunt him on a special mission.

JG Thirlwell, Composer
Archive 81
Wellspring
Messages from the dead arrive while Dan follows Melody on her investigation into the Visser. But who’s
watching the watcher — and what lies below?

Ben Salisbury, Composer
Geoff Barrow, Composer
As We See It
Pilot
Series premiere. Jack has an outburst at work and suffers the repercussions. Violet obsesses over wanting
a “normal” boyfriend and fights with her brother Van for control of her life. Harrison is terrified of venturing
outside, but their aide Mandy works with him to overcome his fears.

Jonathan Sanford, Composer
Atypical
Dessert At Olive Garden
Sam deals with a disappointment; Casey clashes with Elsa over college plans; a dream annoys Doug.

Dan Romer, Composer
Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens
Don’t F*ck With Grandmas
Grandma and her gal pals band together to take down a scammer targeting the elderly, and Nora suspects
her former fling Margaret is back to her con artist ways.

Toki Monsta, Composer

The Baby
The Rage
Desperate to leave the Jupiter House, Natasha, Bobbi, and Mrs. Eaves find their plans thwarted by the
chaos and destruction of the other suddenly-possessed children. Later, Bobbi receives the social worker’s
long-awaited call.

Lucrecia Dalt, Composer
Back To Life
Episode 5
With Mandy on her mind and John still missing, Miri prepares to take her driving test but gets interrupted
by a gruesome discovery. Caroline and Oscar awaken to an unnerved Dom, who refuses to leave and gets
roped by Oscar into his environmental activism.

Joe Wilson, Composer
Barry
all the sauces
Fuches returns to America and starts his vengeance army. While trying to leave LA with his family,
Cousineau realizes Barry’s plan to save his career has worked. Cristobal and Hank are reunited after Barry
kills Fernando, then at Joplin’s premiere, Sally breaks up with Barry.

David Wingo, Composer
Better Call Saul
Carrot And Stick
Harsh realities dawn on Nacho in his not-so-safe haven. Gus investigates his suspicions.

Dave Porter, Composer
Big Mouth
A Very Big Mouth Christmas
Classic holiday stories get a naughty makeover in this special episode hosted by puppet versions of Maury
and Connie.

Mark Rivers, Composer
Billy The Kid
Antrim
Antrim, Kathleen and the two boys relocate to Silver City, trying to start a new life. But all their dreams are
shattered – and Billy loses everything.

Mark Korven, Composer

Blindspotting
Ghost Dad
Ashley’s struggle with telling Sean about Miles’ incarceration is at a fever pitch, so she enlists the Miles in
her head to figure out how to tell him. Nancy hears Sean refer to himself as “honey brown,” so she enlists
the help of Janelle and Earl to discuss Sean’s blackness.

Ambrose Akinmusire, Composer
Michael Yezerski, Composer
BMF
Secrets And Lies
Meech and Terry devise a multi-layered plan to reclaim what is rightfully theirs. Detective Lopez’s murder
investigation begins to heat up when an account from an eyewitness brings some unexpected information
to light.

Meshell Ndegeocello, Composer
Bob's Burgers
Some Like It Bot Part 1: Eighth Grade Runner
When Tina's new shirt is ridiculed by Tammy and Jocelyn in a Wagstaff News segment called "Wow or
Weird," she turns to her erotic friend fiction and writes about a futuristic world in which she is a robot.

Philip Alexander Hernandez, Composer
Chris Alan Maxwell, Composer
The Book Of Boba Fett
Chapter 6: From The Desert Comes A Stranger
Mysteries are explored and Boba Fett learns new information.

Ludwig Göransson, Composer
Joseph Shirley, Composer
Bridgerton
Capital R Rake
Anthony begins his search for a wife, Eloise braves her society debut, and Lady Danbury helps the queen
choose a diamond among the season's debutantes.

Kris Bowers, Composer
Chapelwaite
De Vermis Mysteriis
Overwhelmed with madness, Charles is driven to the church cemetery where he unearths a hidden book.
But once in his hands, he has an apocalyptic vision of the vampire future.

Mark Korven, Composer

Chucky
Just Let Go
Jake’s bond with Devon intensifies as he teams up with an unlikely ally to outwit Chucky.

Joseph LoDuca, Composer
The Cleaning Lady
TNT
A whip-smart Cambodian doctor comes to the U.S. for a medical treatment to save her son, but when the
system fails and pushes her into hiding, she uses her cunning and intelligence to fight back, breaking the
law for all the right reasons.

Mark Isham, Composer
Cobra Kai
The Rise
The tournament comes to a shocking end, with the aftermath leaving its participants reeling – and two
champions facing uncertain futures.

Leo Birenberg, Composer
Zach Robinson, Composer
Cowboy Bebop
Cowboy Gospel
After getting shortchanged on the fee for a bounty, Spike and Jet head to New Tijuana on the trail of
another mark — but they’re not the only ones.

Yoko Kanno, Composer
Dave
Enlightened Dave
Dave journeys to a legendary recording studio, hoping to break through his creative block, but he is forced
to confront his greatest obstacle: his own ego.

Henry Kwapis, Composer
Jack Karaszewski, Composer
David Makes Man
Chaos Is Come Again
David enters his therapist's office determined to have a conversation about his job, but Dr. Halloway
instead pushes David to confront his past, leaving him raw and vulnerable.

Gary Gunn, Composer
Dear White People
Chapter X
Opening night of the Varsity Show yields big surprises and a sobering encounter. In the future, the friends’
reunion takes an emotional turn.

Kris Bowers, Composer

Dexter: New Blood
Skin Of Her Teeth
Dexter turns from predator to protector out of concern that a serial killer has set its sights on someone he
cares deeply about. Angela arrests someone who may be the culprit of a cold case. Harrison turns to a very
dangerous person as a father figure.

Pat Irwin, Composer
Dickinson
My Life Had Stood – A Loaded Gun On the day of a soldier's memorial, Emily's efforts to keep her family's hope alive reach a breaking point
and she descends into a personal inferno.

Drum & Lace, Composer
Ian Hultquist, Composer
Duncanville
Witch Day 2
Kimberly mixes up a working magic witch potion that makes Jing possessed; Duncan and his friends visit a
haunted Circuit City; Jack tries to win a stuffed animal for Annie at the milk bottle toss.

John Frizzell, Composer
Emily In Paris
Champagne Problems
After a suspiciously decadent dinner with Alfie, Emily heads to Camille’s family chateau, where more than
just the tops of Champère bottles pop off.

Chris Alan Lee, Composer
The Equalizer
D. W. B.
McCall races to find Dante when he's abducted by a pair of panicked deputies who fear reprisal after
detaining him and using excessive force before realizing he's a fellow cop; Dante experiences hallucinations
that reveal his complicated childhood.

Robert Wallace Duncan, Composer
Sean Patrick Pack, Composer
Euphoria
Out Of Touch
As the semester kicks off, Jules questions Rue and Elliot’s new friendship. While Cal hunts for answers,
Nate makes a tough decision. The lines between fantasy and reality begin to blur as Kat ponders her
relationship, and Maddy contemplates the decision to end hers.

Labrinth, Composer

Evil
S Is For Silence
The team is dispatched to a monastery to investigate the corpse of Father Thomas, whose body has not
decayed in the year following his death.

David Buckley, Composer
The Expanse
Babylon's Ashes
In the thrilling season finale, Inners and Belters fight side by side with the crew of the Rocinante in a last,
massive, desperate battle with Marco and his Free Navy, with the fate of the Solar System, the Ring Gates,
and of all humanity hanging in the balance.

Clinton Shorter, Composer
Fairfax
Belly Of The Hypebeast
Season finale. Ross calls Emily “Rachel” on the altar, and the Gang Gang gets to meet their hero.

Joseph Shirley, Composer
Family Guy
The Fatman Always Rings Twice
Peter does a noir-style investigation of Meg's disappearance.

Walter Murphy, Composer
Fantasy Island
Dia De Los Vivos
On Día de los Muertos, young artist Ramon wants to see his mentor Jasper again.

Genevieve Vincent, Composer
Flack
Danny
Danny and Dev are Britain’s number one TV presenting duo, but things are starting to fall apart. Danny
has demons and addictions that the press know about, and Dev wants shot of him so he can become a star
in his own right.

Ian Masterson, Composer
Alexander Wolfe, Composer
The Flight Attendant
The Reykjavík Ice Sculpture Festival Is Lovely This Time Of Year
A cryptic text leads Cassie to search for Megan in Reykjavík, where Shane grows increasingly suspicious of
his friend’s erratic travels. Back in LA, Annie and Max face unexpected turbulence.

Blake Neely, Composer

Foundation
The Emperor's Peace
Gaal Dornick leaves her life in Synnax behind when the galaxy’s greatest mathematician, Hari Seldon,
invites her to Trantor.

Bear McCreary, Composer
From
Oh, The Places We’ll Go
Boyd draws strength from an unlikely source. Jim’s radio tower yields consequences which rock him to his
very core. The hole that Tabitha has been digging leads her somewhere – and to someone - she could
never have expected. Everything is about to change.

Chris Tilton, Composer
The Garcias
Just Trying To Help
Andrea meets a local boy who shares her love of rocketry. When she realizes he’s going blind from
cataracts, she recruits her family to help him. After Lorena causes a stir on the set of her new job,
shaman-in-training Yunjin volunteers to help her recenter.

Gilde Flores, Composer
Gentleman Jack
Tripe All Over The Place, Presumably
Anne Lister throws herself into public life in Halifax but privately struggles to resist Mariana Lawton’s
magnetic pull.

Murray Gold, Composer
The Gilded Age
Let the Tournament Begin
Marian’s grand plan is threatened. Bertha and Mrs. Astor lock horns over Gladys’ debut. Peggy is stunned
by a major reveal.

Harry Gregson-Williams, Composer
Rupert Gregson-Williams, Composer
Girls5eva
Album Mode
When Girls5eva lands a record deal, Dawn, Wickie, Summer, and Gloria discover how much they’re willing
to sacrifice for the opportunity.

Jeff Richmond, Composer

Goliath
Rundleworks
Billy and Patty take measures to protect a witness, while the partners at Margolis & True scramble to
strengthen their case.

Jon Ehrlich, Composer
Jason Derlatka, Composer
The Good Doctor
Expired
Shaun and Lea happen upon a terrible car accident and discover a young pregnant mother who has been
badly injured and needs immediate medical attention; Dr. Glassman is apprehensive when a figure from
his past reaches out for help.

Dan Romer, Composer
The Good Fight
Previously On
Season five premiere. A flashback to 2020 reveals how the team at Reddick, Boseman & Lockhart
experienced the year's major events.

David Buckley, Composer
Good Sam
Pilot
Dr. Sam Griffith takes over as the new chief of surgery after her renowned boss, Dr. Rob "Griff" Griffith,
falls into a coma

Zach Robinson, Composer
Gossip Girl
Blackberry Narcissus
When Gossip Girl turns the city against her, Julien leans on Zoya in her search for the truth. Meanwhile,
Kate and Jordan attempt to outsmart their coworkers, Audrey and Aki open their minds, and Max tries to
find his voice.

Ariel Rechtshaid, Composer
Grace And Frankie
The Beginning
Robert finally comes to terms with his memory loss. Grace and Frankie confront the possibility of
immediate death — or aging for a few more years.

Sam KS, Composer
Michael Skloff, Composer

The Great
Alone At Last
Catherine's grief over the loss of Leo during the coup finally catches up with her; Peter's part in Leo's
death, and the discovery that he just murdered a noble, causes Catherine to lock Peter in his flat with his
mummified mother.

Nathan Barr, Composer
The Great North
Brace/Off Adventure
In a special musical episode, Judy embarks on a journey after getting some unexpected news from the
dentist.

John Kimbrough, Composer
Scott Seiver, Composer
Hacks
The One, The Only
Deborah prepares to take the stage for her taping, as Ava deals with a new opportunity

Carlos Rafael Rivera, Composer
David Stal, Composer
Halo
Contact
In the year 2552, humans on the planet Madrigal fight for independence from Earth, but a fatal encounter
with the Alien Covenant complicates things; Master Chief John-117 and his fellow super-soldier "Spartans"
join the fight.

Sean Callery, Composer
Hanna
Grape Vines And Orange Trees
Hanna breaks protocol and visits Abbas at his safehouse. Marissa recognizes The Chairman from Hanna’s
photo. As Hanna and Marissa plan to sabotage the next assassination, a small mistake raises suspicion.
Carmichael is outed as a traitor which leads to Hanna and Marissa being ambushed.

Suvi-eeva Äikäs, Composer
Ben Salisbury, Composer
Geoff Barrow, Composer
Hawkeye
So This Is Christmas?
Clint and Kate’s partnership is tested as they face the consequences of exposing the conspiracy.

Christophe Beck, Composer
Michael Paraskevas, Composer

Hightown
Dot Dot Dot
Jackie and Ray both realize a distressing truth. Frankie feels threatened and Renee proves herself to be
ruthless.

Dave Porter, Composer
Home Before Dark
The Smoking Gun
Matt and Hilde finally get answers. The Liskos struggle to convince the town to join their fight.

Nathan Lanier, Composer
Human Resources
Sh*tstorm
A monster hurricane forces Emmy, Rochelle and their clients to take shelter together. Meanwhile, the main
office loses power — and its portals to Earth.

Mark Rivers, Composer
In From The Cold
Little Bird
Trust gets tougher to find as members reconcile; Camo digs; Damian springs a trap; the real Gideon
emerges; Jenny tries to get a grip on her guise.

Tori Letzler, Composer
Insecure
Everything Gonna Be, Okay?!
As she and her friends try to make time for each other no matter what, Issa looks back on all it took to get
to where she is today.

Raphael Saadiq, Composer
Inside Job
The Brettfast Club
Brett hopes to have a blast in the past as the team embarks on a nostalgia-laced mission to a small town
that’s permanently stuck in the ‘80s.

Ryan Elder, Composer
Steve Reidell, Composer
Invasion
Full Of Stars
Mitsuki is determined to contact the Hoshi 12 before it’s too late, as the military detains the Maliks and
Caspar takes a risk that may kill him.

Max Richter, Composer

Julia
Coq Au Vin
Facing mounting pressure from station executives, Julia struggles to figure out how to present a
complicated recipe. Later, on-set flubs threaten the future of the show – and Julia’s career.

Jeff Danna, Composer
Killing It
Boss Up
After a shocking accident at Rodney's office, Isaiah is forced to cover up a crime; his nightmare of a day
leads him to Craig and then to the swamps.

Jonathan Sanford, Composer
Kung Fu
The Alchemist
Nicky investigates the secrets behind a mysterious stone that Juliet is after; Henry uncovers a shocking
revelation about his father; Althea prepares for investor meetings for her app; Dennis receives an
ultimatum from his dad.

Sherri Chung, Composer
The L Word: Generation Q
Luck Be A Lady
Bette Porter, Shane McCutcheon, and Alice Pieszecki intermingle with a younger generation of Los
Angelenos experiencing love, heartbreak, sex, setbacks, and success.

Allyson Elizabeth Newman, Composer
Heather McIntosh, Composer
The Last Kingdom
Episode #5.10
Armies converge in an epic, final showdown that determines the fate of a king's dream for England - and
Uhtred's hope for securing his family's future.

John Lunn, Composer
Eivør Pálsdóttir, Composer
Danny Saul, Composer
The Legend Of Vox Machina
Whispers At The Ziggurat
Vox Machina launches a final assault atop the Ziggurat. Battling the dark magic of Delilah and the vampiric
strength of Sylas, a worried Vex and an unhinged Percy try to save their siblings. But their best efforts may
not be enough as the Briarwoods near completion of their secret ritual.

Neal Acree, Composer

Life & Beth
Leonard
Ann helps Beth move the last of her things out of her and Matt's apartment; Beth enlists her father's help
in wining and dining a big client.

Ray Angry, Composer
Timo Elliston, Composer
Locke & Key
Past Is Prologue
Gabe insinuates himself into Tyler’s search for the Memory Key as Kinsey resolves to find out what’s going
on with Eden. Bode visits an old friend.

Torin Borrowdale, Composer
Loki
Glorious Purpose
After picking up the Tesseract in “Avengers: Endgame”, Loki finds himself called before the Time Variance
Authority (TVA), a Kafkaesque bureaucratic organization that exists outside of time and space.

Natalie Holt, Composer
Long Slow Exhale
Traveling Violations
After winning the NCAA Women’s Basketball Championship, Head Coach J.C. Abernathy’s path to a repeat
victory is threatened when a team scandal begins to surface... and a dead body appears without warning.

Jeff Russo, Composer
Perrine Virgile, Composer
Lost In Space
Trust
As the battle for Alpha Centauri unfolds, the Robinsons and their friends risk everything to restore peace
and pave the way for a better future.

Christopher Lennertz, Composer
Lucifer
Partners 'Til The End
Desperate to rescue Rory, Lucifer and Chloe confront her kidnapper with guns and wings blazing. Lucifer
finally comes to terms with his purpose.

Jeff Russo, Composer
Ben Decter, Composer

MacGruber
A Good Day To Die
After serving eleven years in prison for the murder of his former nemesis, MacGruber is reunited by
General Fasoose for one last suicide mission.

Matthew Compton, Composer
Made For Love
Another Byron, Another Hazel
Byron and Hazel appear in front of Congress. Jasper deepens his connection with Zelda while intensifying
his search for the scientists. “Other Hazel” forges a path into the real world.

Keefus Ciancia, Composer
The Man Who Fell To Earth
Changes
In what we would call a love letter to his wife on Anthea, Faraday shares with her the complexities of
becoming human.

Jeff Russo, Composer
Manifest
Mayday: Part 2
Jared and Vance uncover secrets that could be life-altering. Michaela and Zeke attempt to stop a passenger
before their actions turn deadly. Meanwhile, Ben and Saanvi take on a risky mission.

Danny Lux, Composer
Mayor Of Kingstown
The Devil Is Us
Kyle and Kingstown PD try to make sense of the crime scene. Mike takes matters into his own hands. Sam
makes a costly mistake.

Andrew Lockington, Composer
The Morning Show
Fever
TMS covers a growing crisis that turns personal for Alex and Bradley.

Carter Burwell, Composer
Mr. Mayor
Mr. Mayor’s Magical L.A. Christmas
Neil serves his love of gift-giving by forcing his disgruntled staff to work on “L.A. Christmas Eve” as they
wait for his “perfect gift” to arrive.

Jeff Richmond, Composer

Murderville
Most Likely To Commit Murder
Working the night shift, Terry is paired with detective-in-training Kumail Nanjiani and heads back to high
school to investigate a tech CEO's death.

Matt Novack, Composer
Greg Martin, Composer
My Brilliant Friend: Those Who Leave And Those Who Stay
Those Who Leave, Those Who Stay
Elena meets Nino’s family. He shows a great interest in her new book, while Pietro appears more and more
detached.

Max Richter, Composer
9-1-1
Brawl In Cell Block 9-1-1
Responding to a fire at a prison, Bobby and the 118 find themselves trapped in a deadly riot.

Mac Quayle, Composer
Todd Haberman, Composer
9-1-1: Lone Star
Push
Grace is caught in the ice storm as she goes into labor, and Judd, Owen and Tommy race to find her.

Mac Quayle, Composer
Todd Haberman, Composer
Justin Caine Burnett, Composer
Nine Perfect Strangers
Random Acts Of Mayhem
Promised total transformation, nine very different people arrive at Tranquillum House, a secluded retreat
run by the mysterious wellness guru Masha.

Marco Beltrami, Composer
Miles Hankins, Composer
Only Murders In The Building
The Boy From 6B
With the investigation scratching at a web of old crimes originating inside the building, a mysterious young
man turns the tables to spy on Charles, Oliver and Mabel.

Siddhartha Khosla, Composer

Our Flag Means Death
We Gull Way Back
The arrival of Blackbeard’s old buddy leaves Stede feeling like the odd man out. As Oluwande mourns a
loss, Jim seeks answers from Spanish Jackie.

Mark Mothersbaugh, Composer
Albert Fox, Composer
John Enroth, Composer
Outer Banks
Prayers
A desperate scramble for help lands John B and Sarah in questionable surroundings. Pope receives a
mysterious summons to an out-of-town meeting.

Fil Eisler, Composer
Outer Range
The West
Season finale. The Abbott family faces a grand reckoning over the course of a single day as the showdown
between Royal and Autumn culminates, unearthing a shattering revelation.

Danny Bensi, Composer
Saunder Jurriaans, Composer
The Outlaws
Episode 6
Even with redemption seemingly in reach, the outlaws find their time running out, and the net closing
around them. They face a stark choice — die apart, or survive together?

Dan Jones, Composer
Stew Jackson, Composer
Ozark
A Hard Way To Go
Every desperate deal. Every broken promise. Every bloody murder. Eager to leave their murky past
behind, the Byrdes make a final bid for freedom.

Danny Bensi, Composer
Saunder Jurriaans, Composer
Chase Deso, Composer
Pachinko
Chapter One
In 1920s Korea, Yangjin and Hoonie shield their only child, Sunja, from the realities of life under colonial
rule. In 1989, Solomon closes a big deal.

Nico Muhly, Composer

Peacemaker
It's Cow Or Never
With Peacemaker and Adebayo at odds, can the team kill the cow once and for all – or will their fracture
give the aliens the opening they need to complete its teleportation?

Clint Mansell, Composer
Kevin Kiner, Composer
Pen15
Yuki
A day in the life of Yuki.

Leo Birenberg, Composer
The Pentaverate
Episode 3
At Pentaverate headquarters, a billionaire high roller arrives amid news of another death. Ken embeds with
the guards and is sent on a risky mission.

Orbital, Composer
Physical
Let’s Face The Facts
Sheila is determined to put aerobics behind her but finds the pull too strong. Tyler contends with an
unexpected health condition.

Isabella Summers, Composer
The Porter
Episode 101
Train porters and best friends Junior Massey and Zeke Garrett are galvanized to take different – and
dangerous – actions after a tragedy occurs on the job.

Jonathan Goldsmith, Composer
Power Book III: Raising Kanan
Paid In Full
As the situation in the neighborhood turns dire, Raq scrambles to get Kanan out of harm’s way.

Ali Shaheed Muhammad, Composer
Adrian Younge, Composer
Power Book IV: Force
Take Me Home
When rivals return to exact revenge on Tommy, he must devise a plan to eliminate the threat and gain
control.

Mark Batson, Composer

Raised By Wolves
Control
After the Trust uses the children to strike back against Marcus, Mother takes matters into her own hands,
and Father has a breakthrough.

Marc Streitenfeld, Composer
Reacher
Reacher Said Nothing
Reacher springs a trap and then gets trapped himself.

Tony Morales, Composer
Rick And Morty
Rickmurai Jack
Rick is living his best anime life, making new friends and taking down new enemies.

Ryan Elder, Composer
The Righteous Gemstones
I Will Tell of All Your Deeds
While the Gemstones celebrate the launch of Zion’s Landing, Baby Billy faces a chance to embrace
fatherhood.

Joseph Stephens, Composer
Russian Doll
Matryoshka
On Nadia’s birthday, she and Alan reunite in a familiar place. But they clash over how to handle the future
(and the past).

Joe Wong, Composer
S.W.A.T.
Vagabundo
In the aftermath of his decision to speak out in the press, Hondo retreats to a quiet town in Mexico to
reassess his life and professional future, only to find himself reluctantly drawn into one local family's fight
for justice.

Robert Duncan, Composer
Christopher Lord, Composer
Sean Pack, Composer
Santa Inc.
Cracks In The Peppermint Ceiling Part 2
As Christmas draws closer, Candy rallies her entire crew for a final chance to stick it to Santa.

Anna Waronker, Composer

Schmigadoon!
Schmigadoon!
Melissa and Josh stumble upon the strange musical town of Schmigadoon—and are shocked to learn they
can’t leave until they find true love.

Christopher Willis, Composer
Search Party
The Gospel Of Judas
Dory starts to suspect that she’s being poisoned from within, while Drew casts doubt upon her teachings.

Daniel Wohl, Composer
Servant
Camp
Dorothy works with Veera to get Leanne out of the house, but Jericho and Leanne are more connected than
they know.

Trevor Gureckis, Composer
Severance
The We We Are
The team discovers troubling revelations.

Theodore Shapiro, Composer
Sex/Life
The Wives Are In Connecticut
Frustrated by the waning passion in her marriage, Billie starts journaling about — and obsessing over —
her wild erotic exploits with ex-boyfriend Brad.

Mark Isham, Composer
Isabella Summers, Composer
Shining Girls
Screamer
Dan’s article gains traction across the city. After a harrowing encounter, Kirby’s grasp of reality comes into
question.

Claudia Sarne, Composer
Nick Chuba, Composer
Shining Vale
Chapter Eight - We Are Phelps
The shocking end of Pat’s book is revealed while the Phelps family fights for their souls; individually and as
a family.

Tim Phillips, Composer

The Simpsons
Treehouse Of Horror XXXII
For the first time ever, the Simpsons annual Treehouse of Horror consists of five segments, including terror
takes on Disney’s Bambi, Bong Joon-ho’s Parasite, The Ring, the art of Edward Gorey and trees.

Kara Talve, Composer
The Sinner
Part VI
A shocking new crime further rattles the town of Clark Harbor. Ambrose and Meg team together.

Ronit Kirchman, Composer
Slow Horses
Failure's Contagious
River Cartwright is ousted from MI5 and finds himself in a place worse than purgatory: Slough House,
dumping ground for failed spies.

Daniel Pemberton, Composer
Space Force
The Hack
With the future of Space Force up in the air, big changes could be on the horizon. But first, the team has to
deal with the entire base being hacked.

John Frizzell, Composer
Squid Game
Red Light, Green Light
Hoping to win easy money, a broke and desperate Gi-hun agrees to take part in an enigmatic game. Not
long into the first round, unforeseen horrors unfold.

Jung Jae-il, Composer
Star Trek: Picard
The Star Gazer
Starfleet must once again call on legendary Jean-Luc Picard after members of his former crew – Cristóbal
Rios, Seven of Nine, Raffi Musiker, and Dr. Agnes Jurati – discover an anomaly in space that threatens the
galaxy.

Jeff Russo, Composer
Star Trek: Strange New Worlds
Strange New Worlds
When one of Pike's officers goes missing while on a secret mission for Starfleet, Pike has to come out of
self-imposed exile; he must navigate how to rescue his officer, while struggling with what to do with the
vision of the future he's been given.

Nami Melumad, Composer

Star Wars: The Bad Batch
Return To Kamino
The Bad Batch find themselves in unexpected territory in this thrilling finale. Part 1 of 2.

Kevin Kiner, Composer
Sean Kiner, Composer
Stranger Things
Chapter Seven: The Massacre At Hawkins Lab
As Hopper braces to battle a monster, Dustin dissects Vecna's motives — and decodes a message from
beyond. El finds strength in a distant memory.

Kyle Dixon, Composer
Michael Stein, Composer
Succession
Chiantishire
The Roys are in Tuscany for Caroline’s wedding. Shiv reaffirming her ambitions with Tom leads to very
disconcerting dirty talk. Waystar’s acquisitions of Gojo wobbles but Roman convinces Logan to pursue a
merger of equals, only to undermine himself by accidentally sending an explicit photo, intended for Gerri,
to Logan.

Nicholas Britell, Composer
Surrealestate
Ft. Ghost Child
Realtor Nick Roman and an elite team of specialists handle the cases that no one else can: haunted and
possessed houses that literally scare would-be buyers away. This episode: When a rap star rents a client’s
recording studio, a tragic secret is revealed in the playback.

Spencer Creaghan, Composer
Suspicion
Persons Of Interest
An international manhunt ignites when the son of U.S. media mogul Katherine Newman is violently
kidnapped

Gilad Benamram, Composer
Swagger
#Radicals
Six months after the season shutdown, Swagger DMV embark on a road trip and play in a tournament
where they’re confronted with racism.

Terence Blanchard, Composer

Sweet Magnolias
Great Expectations
Dana Sue’s relationships become the talk of Serenity social media. Maddie uncovers who’s behind the
town’s parking problem — bless their hearts.

James Jandrisch, Composer
Sean Watkins, Composer
Tacoma FD
Fire At The Fire Station
In the final episode of Season 3, our Firefighters are out on a call when the unthinkable happens - a fire
breaks out at home Station 24.

Jason Akana, Composer
Ted Lasso
No Weddings And A Funeral
Rebecca is stunned by a sudden loss. The team rallies to show their support, but Ted finds himself
grappling with a piece of his past.

Marcus Mumford, Composer
Tom Howe, Composer
Tehran
Betty
Peymaan tells Tamar about his father’s car race, leading the Mossad to devise a plan to take out
Mohammadi once and for all.

Mark Eliyahu, Composer
This Is Us
The Train
The Pearsons gather around Rebecca's bedside.

Siddhartha Khosla, Composer
Tokyo Vice
Yoshino
While Samantha risks it all for Polina’s safe return, Sato is forced to mix business with pleasure. As Katagiri
devises a plan to finally take down Tozawa, Jake is confronted by the crime boss’s men.

Danny Bensi, Composer
Saunder Jurriaans, Composer
The Tourist
Episode Three
The Man is left reeling from new discoveries about his past, but his progress is thrown off course when he’s
confronted by a mysterious and very dangerous threat.

Dominik Scherrer, Composer

Truth Be Told
Last Exit... Oakland
Grappling with the aftermath of the attack, Poppy interviews Micah on her podcast and gets to the bottom
of the case.

John Paesano, Composer
Trying
I'm Scared
Nikki and Jason must make a huge decision in a small amount of time.

Paul Saunderson, Composer
Tuca & Bertie
Nighttime Friend
Tuca deals with her nightly insomnia and loneliness by exploring Bird Town after hours. Bertie handles an
IBS attack and Speckle has a new pedometer watch!

Jesse Novak, Composer
Undone
Rectify
Where are we?! What's happening?!

Amie Doherty, Composer
Upload
Welcome Back, Mr. Brown
While living with Ingrid, Nathan searches for Nora, who has fled off the grid.

Joseph Stephens, Composer
Vikings: Valhalla
The End Of The Beginning
Olaf and Kåre gather their forces to invade Kattegat. Palace intrigue over control of England’s throne
results in an unexpected turn of events.

Trevor Morris, Composer
Virgin River
Life And Death
Heartbroken, Mel heads to LA to support Joey at her divorce hearing. More of Jack’s memories return. Lily
asks her friends to care for her children.

Jeff Garber, Composer

What If...?
What If... Doctor Strange Lost His Heart Instead Of His Hands?
A grief-stricken Doctor Strange uses the Eye of Agamotto in a dangerous effort to change the past.

Laura Karpman, Composer
The Wheel Of Time
The Dragon Reborn
Moiraine struggles with uncertainty while Lan struggles with their new companion. Rand wonders about Mat
and Mat starts to wonder at himself. Egwene and Perrin take their first steps down a different path. An
incredible new power is unleashed on the world.

Lorne Balfe, Composer
Winning Time: The Rise Of The Lakers Dynasty
Promised Land
Down two men and with the 1980 NBA Championship on the line, the outnumbered Lakers look to an
unlikely source for inspiration. In Philly, Earvin faces off against his role-model-turned-rival Dr. J, while in
LA, Haywood grapples with his own worst enemy: himself.

Nicholas Britell, Composer
Robert Glasper, Composer
The Witcher
Redanian Intelligence
A guest at Kaer Morhen extends a guiding hand to Ciri — and an invitation to Geralt. On the run in
Redania, Yennefer seeks safety below ground.

Joseph Trapenese, Composer
Wolf Like Me
Episode 6
During a weekend camping trip in the Australian outback, Gary and Mary prepare to tell Emma that Mary is
a werewolf; when their car battery dies and the full moon approaches, Mary must run to protect her new
family from the wolf within.

Piers Burbrook de Vere, Composer
The Wonder Years
Bill's New Gig
Bill is excited to have made tenure at the university, only to find that his focus on career and family has
cost him a spot in his band; Bruce adjusts to living at home.

Jacob Yoffee, Composer
Roahn Hylton, Composer

Wu-Tang: An American Saga
Pioneer The Frontier
RZA makes a risky move to squash old beef.

RZA, Composer
Y: The Last Man
Victoria
As the Amazons close in on Marrisville, Nora reaches a breaking point. Yorick makes a new connection
while 355 faces her past.

Herdís Stefánsdóttir, Composer
Yellowjackets
Saints
The Yellowjackets tangle with the birds & the bees, navigating love, lust, and DIY surgery. In the present:
blackmail, bunnies, and an icy reunion. Misty prepares for a surprise(d) houseguest.

Craig Wedren, Composer
Anna Waronker, Composer
Yellowstone
Grass On The Streets And Weeds On The Rooftops
To the Duttons, family is everything; however, newfound truths threaten that bond. Jimmy comes home
and has important decisions to make. Beth takes family matters into her own hands.

Brian Tyler, Composer
Breton Vivian, Composer
Young Justice: Phantoms
I Know Why The Caged Cat Sings
Cassandra Savage has betrayed the Team. Orphan has been kidnapped. Oracle is desperate. Onyx may be
a mole. Cheshire is practically suicidal. And the entire Kent family is in mourning. For Tigress, saving
everyone may not be an option - unless help is offered from an unexpected source.

Kristopher Carter, Composer
Michael McCuistion, Composer
Lolita Ritmanis, Composer

End of Category

Outstanding Music Composition For A Limited Or Anthology Series, Movie Or
Special (Original Dramatic Score)
American Horror Stories
Drive In
A screening of a forbidden film has disastrous consequences.

Ariel Marx, Composer
American Horror Stories
Feral
A family goes on a camping trip unaware of what is lurking in the woods.

Brittany Allen, Composer
American Horror Stories
Game Over
A couple dares to spend a night in one of the most infamous haunted houses.

Morgan Kibby, Composer
American Horror Stories
The Naughty List
American Horror Stories is a spin-off of the anthology series American Horror Story. American Horror
Stories is a weekly anthology series that will feature a different horror story each episode.

David Klotz, Composer
Anatomy Of A Scandal
Episode 6
Sophie’s suspicions crystalize after James discloses more details of that fateful night at Oxford. An
apprehensive Kate awaits the verdict.

Johan Söderqvist, Composer
Angelyne
Pink Clouds
Lounge acts, funerals, lost years, pink escapes; the truth about the world's need for the truth about
Angelyne.

Jonathan Sadoff, Composer
Batman: The Long Halloween, Part Two
The killer known as Holiday continues to stalk the Falcone crime family while a new class of costumed
criminal rises in Gotham City. Batman suspects that a former ally might be the serial killer.
Michael Gatt, Composer

Birds Of Paradise
Kate is an aspiring ballerina given a scholarship to attend a prestigious ballet school in Paris. Upon arrival
her confidence is tested by fellow dancer Marine who recently lost her brother. While confrontational at
first, their relationship evolves into an emotionally charged, competitive union beset by lies and sexual
awakening.
Ellen Reid, Composer
Brand New Cherry Flavor
I Exist
Lisa Nova, an aspiring film director in the sun-drenched but seamy world of 1990 Los Angeles, embarks on
a mind-altering journey of supernatural revenge that gets nightmarishly out of control.

Jeff Russo, Composer
Tracie Turnbull, Composer
Candy
Friday The 13th
A normal day in the life of Texas housewife Candy Montgomery is interrupted by a beguiling incident.
Meanwhile, Allan Gore, away on business, tries to contact his eerily absent wife Betty.

Ariel Marx, Composer
Chip 'n Dale: Rescue Rangers
“Chip ‘n Dale: Rescue Rangers” is a hybrid live-action/CG animated action-comedy with Chip and Dale in
modern-day Los Angeles.
Brian Tyler, Composer
Clickbait
The Son
Ethan Brewer lost his father and so much more. But as he fights to restore his dad’s reputation, has he
found an online friend — or something else?

Cornel Wilczek, Composer
Thomas Rouche, Composer
Colin In Black & White
Dear Colin
In his senior year, Colin awaits an acceptance letter and the chance to play college football as his journey
of perseverance leads to a profound lesson.

Kris Bowers, Composer
Conversations With Friends
Episode 12
Frances faces up to the consequences of her actions and attempts to repair her relationship with Bobbi.
She also finds a fragile understanding with her parents. But as she strives to take control of her life, the
question of her and Nick remains.

Stephen Rennicks, Composer

Coppelia
Coppelia
Coppelia is a reboot for the digital age that sees Dr.Coppelius as a cosmetic surgeon whose quest to build
the perfect robot woman threatens the romance of young lovers Swan and Franz. Swan acts to save her
sweetheart before his heart is used to spark life into Coppelius’ creation: Coppelia.

Maurizio Malagnini, Composer
DMZ
Good Luck
As the clock begins on Alma’s dangerous 24-hour passage into a lawless Manhattan in search of her son
Christian, rivals Parco and Wilson seek approval from the DMZ’s major gangs in separate bids for governor.

Kris Bowers, Composer
Don't Hang Up
Inspired by the true story of a man who gets a phone call claiming his daughter has been kidnapped,
demanding ransom, hurling him into a twisted 24-hour odyssey to life's edge, and the meaning of
everything that matters.
Stephen Krecklo, Composer
Don't Sweat The Small Stuff: The Kristine Carlson Story
Kristine Carlson and husband Dr. Richard Carlson share an amazing life. When Richard passes away
suddenly, Kristine has to rebuild her life as the new leader of the brand.
Sharon Farber, Composer
Dopesick
The People vs. Purdue Pharma
Rick and Randy's criminal investigation now threatens Richard Sackler's empire, activists take action
against Purdue, and Finnix tries to heal his beloved community that's been ravaged by addiction.

Lorne Balfe, Composer
Dr. Death
Occam's Razor
After a devastating week in the O.R., Duntsch has his privileges suspended pending a drug test. Shughart
fights for an indictment.

Atticus Ross, Composer
Leopold Ross, Composer
Nick Chuba, Composer
The Dropout
Iron Sisters
Fresh out of college and newly employed by Theranos, Tyler Schultz and Erika Cheung discover shocking
truths about Elizabeth and the company.

Anne Nikitin, Composer

1883
1883
The Dutton family embarks on a journey west. James arrives in Texas, where he and his family prepare to
make their way through The Great Plains in search of a new home and the promise of opportunity.

Brian Tyler, Composer
Breton Vivian, Composer
The Essex Serpent
Everything Is Blue
Luke throws a birthday party for Cora. During an eventful night, Cora and Will get closer—and Luke notices
Stella is hiding something.

Dustin O'Halloran, Composer
Herdís Stefánsdóttir, Composer
Fallen Angels Murder Club: Friends To Die For
Ex-convict and aspiring lawyer Hollis Morgan becomes the subject of police scrutiny when a member of her
book club is found murdered. Refusing to get stuck with another bad rap, Hollis sets out to find the killer
after a second book-inspired murder.
Meiro Stamm, Composer
The Fallout
Bolstered by new friendships forged under sudden and tragic circumstances, high schooler Vada begins to
reinvent herself, while re-evaluating her relationships with her family, friends and her view of the world.
Finneas O'Connell, Composer
The First Lady
That White House
Eleanor learns Franklin has polio and commits to enable Franklin’s political dreams. Betty boldly attends
Alberta King’s funeral against the wishes of Jerry’s cabinet. Michelle, heading into her term as First Lady,
enters a White House built by slaves while confronting the threat of assassination Barack faces.

Geoff Zanelli, Composer
Fistful of Vengeance
A revenge mission becomes a fight to save the world from an ancient threat when superpowered assassin
Kai tracks a killer to Bangkok.
Toby Chu, Composer
Gaslit
California
Martha and John rekindle their love and their power-couple working relationship at a campaign event in
California, overshadowed by G. Gordon Liddy and his team bungling the break-in at the Watergate.

Mac Quayle, Composer

The Girl From Plainville
Blank Spaces
Coco’s last day. Michelle struggles with the future. The Carters and Roys both try to find closure after
tragedy.

Leopold Ross, Composer
Nick Chuba, Composer
The House
Across different eras, a poor family, an anxious developer and a fed-up landlady become tied to the same
mysterious house in this animated dark comedy.
Gustavo Santaolalla, Composer
Impeachment: American Crime Story
Not To Be Believed
Tensions rise between Monica and the President. Paula is offered a settlement. Linda begins to feel that she
has a target on her back.

Mac Quayle, Composer
Inventing Anna
Cash On Delivery
Under pressure to finish the Anna article and with her baby’s due date imminent, Vivian tries to contact
Rachel to hear her side of the Marrakech fiasco.

Kris Bowers, Composer
Pierre Charles, Composer
Joe vs Carole
Survival Of The Fittest
Joe gets arrested and, for the first time, comes face-to-face with Carole at his trial.

Nick Urata, Composer
The Kings Of Napa
Bamboozeled
The Kings learn that a competitor plans to release a rival dessert wine; cops raid Bridgette's house while
new evidence against her emerges; Kelvin is caught between taking Bridgette's case and his relationship
with August.

Mike Fratantuno, Composer
Brian Lapin, Composer
Terence Yoshiaki, Composer

Landscapers
Episode One
Christopher and Susan Edwards’ recreated life in France begins to collapse after a call from police. Povertystricken fugitives, the Edwards decide to return to England to clear their name and hopefully regain their
old life. Foolishly, they believe in their innocence in the murder of Susan’s parents, the Wycherley’s.

Arthur Sharpe, Composer
The Last Days Of Ptolemy Grey
Reggie
Ptolemy Grey’s memory is getting worse. After learning his grand-nephew is no longer there for him,
Ptolemy’s niece assigns him a new caretaker.

Craig DeLeon, Composer
Lisey's Story
The Good Brother
Scott takes Lisey back to when she first learned about Boo’ya Moon and reveals the horrifying truth about
his family's past.

Clark, Composer
Love Life
Becca Evans Part II
Marcus reconnects with Mia as he experiences complex emotions in the wake of Becca’s big reveal.

Dan Romer, Composer
Mike Tuccillo, Composer
Madres
Expecting their first child, a Mexican-American couple move to a migrant farming community in 1970's
California where strange symptoms and terrifying visions threaten their new family.
Isabelle Engman, Composer
Gerardo Garcia Jr., Composer
MAID
Dollar Store
Fleeing in the night with Maddy, Alex seeks help from social services and lands a job with Value Maids, only
to find her problems are just beginning.

Este Haim, Composer
Chris Stracey, Composer
Midnight Mass
Book VII: Revelation
Night falls on Crockett Island as a tight-knit group of rebels take refuge where they can and forge a plan to
control the chaos.

The Newton Brothers, Composer

Modern Love
On A Serpentine Road, With The Top Down
"Driving, with the top down, I’m reminded that I too can shift gears, face risk, handle inconvenience — and
survive tragedy. My partner, eyes misting, says: 'You love that car. And your husband was an
extraordinary man.'"

Gary Clark, Composer
John Carney, Composer
Gregor Philp, Composer
Moon Knight
Asylum
Marc & Steven search through their memories to find their truth or become left behind.

Hesham Nazih, Composer
The Offer
A Stand Up Guy
Ruddy deals with the fallout from the disastrous press conference while Evans creates a plan to save
Paramount. Bettye takes action as the first day of filming is compromised due to collisions with Gulf &
Western, Paramount, and the Mafia.

Isabella Summers, Composer
Pam & Tommy
Seattle
The Pam and Tommy saga reaches its dramatic conclusion as a cocky young Internet entrepreneur
streams the tape online for free. His dreams of glory in tatters, Rand Gauthier attempts to get on the right
side of karma. Pam reaches a breaking point with the tape… and her husband.

Matthew Margerson, Composer
The Premise
The Commenter
A young woman (Lola Kirke) with a happy life and loving partner (Soko) becomes obsessed with a critical
anonymous comment online, eventually upending her life in a quest for the commenter’s approval. Also
starring Sylvia Grace Crim and Benjamin Clement.

Emily Bear, Composer
Ray Donovan: The Movie
A showdown decades in the making brings the Donovan family legacy full circle. As the events that made
Ray who he is today finally come to light, the Donovans find themselves drawn back to Boston to face the
past.
Marcelo Zarvos, Composer

Roar
The Woman Who Disappeared
A woman (Issa Rae) disappears. Literally.

Isobel Waller-Bridge, Composer
Scenes From A Marriage
Poli
Mira returns from a business trip with a crushing revelation that she’s in love with someone else and will be
moving to Israel for at least 3 months, only seeing their daughter, Ava, every other weekend. Mira tries to
justify leaving, while Jonathan struggles to process the complicated aftershock.

Evgueni Galperine, Composer
Sacha Galperine, Composer
The Shrink Next Door
The Treatment
Marty invites Dr. Ike to help out with the family business. Phyllis senses she is losing her brother and
decides to take matters into her own hands.

Joshua Moshier, Composer
The Sky Is Everywhere
17-year-old Lennie Walker, a radiant musical prodigy, struggles with overwhelming grief following the
sudden loss of her older sister, Bailey. Through her vivid imagination and honest, conflicted heart, Lennie
navigates first love and first loss to create a song of her own.
Caroline Shaw, Composer
The Staircase
911
In 2001, author and aspiring local politician Michael Peterson is charged with murder after the suspicious
death of his wife Kathleen.

Danny Bensi, Composer
Saunder Jurriaans, Composer
Station Eleven
Unbroken Circle
Kirsten sets in motion her plan to free the Traveling Symphony, while Miranda tries to live the right life.

Dan Romer, Composer
Super Pumped: The Battle For Uber
Same Last Name
Gurley presents Travis with an ultimatum that will change the course of the company. Travis searches the
city for supporters to rally in his defense. The two men go head-to-head in a final, last-ditch battle for
Uber. Season finale.

Brendan Angelides, Composer

The Survivor
The true story of Harry Haft, who after being sent to Auschwitz, survived not only the unspeakable horrors
of the camp, but the gladiatorial boxing spectacle he was forced to perform with fellow prisoners for his
captor’s amusement. Haft’s driven by his quest to reunite with the woman he loves.
Hans Zimmer, Composer
The Thing About Pam
She's A Killer
Pam goes to shocking and absurd extremes to extricate herself from the web of lies she has spun. Some
measure of justice, redemption and hope is finally found.

Sonya Belousova, Composer
Giona Ostinelli, Composer
True Story
Chapter 1: The King Of Comedy
High off success, The Kid launches a comedy tour in his hometown, but a reunion with his brother and an
afterparty lead to a more sobering reality.

Wendy Melvoin, Composer
Lisa Coleman, Composer
Two Sentence Horror Stories
Plant Life
Critically-acclaimed psychological horror anthology series featuring a different sub-genre of horror in each
episode. Designed to subvert classic horror tropes by centering everyday people and diverse, intersectional
perspectives, the half-hour series taps into universal primal fears while tackling provocative social and
cultural issues that exist within our modern society.

Brittany Allen, Composer
Under The Banner Of Heaven
When God Was Love
Detectives Jeb Pyre and Bill Taba investigate the brutal, sinister murders of an LDS woman, Brenda Wright
Lafferty and her baby daughter in Utah’s typically serene Salt Lake Valley in 1984.

Jeff Ament, Composer
Josh Klinghoffer, Composer
A Very British Scandal
Episode 1
Once considered the most beautiful debutante of the 1930s, heiress Margaret Sweeny, amid divorce,
meets the dashing Ian Campbell, future Duke of Argyll. What begins as sexual chemistry leads to marriage,
with Margaret having fallen in love with Ian and his crumbling ancestral seat, Inveraray Castle and
financing its restoration.

Nathan Barr, Composer

The Voyeurs
A young couple find themselves becoming interested in the sex life of their neighbors across the street.
What starts as an innocent curiosity turns into an unhealthy obsession, after they discover that one
neighbor is cheating. Temptation and desire cause their lives to become tangled together leading to deadly
consequences.
Will Bates, Composer
The Waltons' Homecoming
Set in 1933, The Waltons' Homecoming is told through the eyes of John Boy. When a storm threatens John
Sr.’s arrival on Christmas Eve, Olivia sends John Boy out into the night to find his daddy - a journey that
will change John Boy's life forever.
Tena Clark, Composer
Tim Heintz, Composer
WeCrashed
This Is Where It Begins
Adam Neumann is a young entrepreneur finding his path in the business world when he meets Rebekah,
who inspires him to launch a company.

Christopher Nicholas Bangs, Composer
The White Lotus
Mysterious Monkeys
Quinn reluctantly takes a scuba class with Mark, who’s struggling with revelations regarding his late father.
To reignite the spark with Rachel, Shane enlists Armond’s help to plan a romantic evening. Tanya leans on
Belinda for support when scattering her mother’s ashes at sea. Paula keeps a secret from Olivia.

Cristobal Tapia de Veer, Composer
Why Didn't They Ask Evans?
Episode 1
Along the rugged Welsh coastline, Bobby Jones (Will Poulter) finds a dying man at the bottom of the cliffs.
As Bobby tries to ease his final moments, the man utters a mysterious question.

Harry Escott, Composer
The Woman In The House Across The Street From The Girl In The Window
Episode 1
Between broken dishes and heartbreaking visions, Anna drowns her sorrows in wine and stares out her
window — until a handsome dad gets her attention.

Nami Melumad, Composer
Women Of The Movement
The Last Word
After the verdict is reached and the story becomes international news, a movement begins – and Mamie
Till-Mobley fights to defend Emmett’s legacy.

Kathryn Bostic, Composer

End of Category

Outstanding Music Composition For A Documentary Series Or Special (Original
Dramatic Score)
Alex Murdaugh: Death. Deception. Power.
In “Alex Murdaugh: Death. Deception. Power.” Troy Roberts investigates a South Carolina town rocked by
the double homicide of a mother and son in a prominent family, as shocking details emerge allegedly
connecting the case to other untimely deaths in the area.
John Dragonetti, Composer
Always Jane
Farewell, Sparta
Jane's surgery is a success, but now what? With recovery forcing Jane to rest and reflect, she begins
having second thoughts about college and what the next few years will hold. She'll need the help of her
family, both given and chosen, to plot her path forward.

Eldad Guetta, Composer
The Andy Warhol Diaries
Loving The Alien
As HIV/AIDS hits NYC hard, Andy accepts a commission honoring “The Last Supper.” The series takes on a
new resonance when he dies soon after the opening.

Brad Oberhofer, Composer
Bad Vegan: Fame. Fraud. Fugitives.
Mr. & Mrs. Fox
A-list vegan chef Sarma Melngailis falls for a mysterious charmer who sweeps her off her feet, promising to
pay her debts. Is he too good to be true?

Dan Romer, Composer
Bear Witness
A journey alongside the filmmakers behind Disneynature's Polar Bear (2022) as they face profound
challenges 300 miles from the North Pole to film one of the planet's most intriguing creatures.
Ho-Ling Tang, Composer
The Big Conn
I Never Left
Eric leads the government on a wild goose chase. The fallout from the fraud takes its toll on a struggling
Kentucky community.

Brian Tyler, Composer
Josh Zimmerman, Composer
Nathan Alexander, Composer
Sarah Trevino, Composer

Black Market With Michael K. Williams
The Art Of Boosting
Designer clothes, big retail brands, and sneakers are all on sale on the black market for unbelievably low
prices because the only cost is the risk of getting caught boosting. This episode reveals how NYC’s
legendary boosters have reshaped mainstream fashion and explores the inner workings of organized retail
crime.

Khalil Abdul-Rahman, Composer
Bob Ross: Happy Accidents, Betrayal & Greed
Bob Ross brought joy to millions as the world's most famous art instructor. But a battle for his business
empire cast a shadow over his happy trees.
H. Scott Salinas, Composer
Logan Stahley, Composer
Buddy Guy: The Blues Chase The Blues Away
The documentary captures the story of Buddy Guy, who transcended his early years sharecropping in
1940s Louisiana to become one of music’s most influential guitarists. A tale of decades-long perseverance,
Buddy’s journey reflects both the black experience in America in the twentieth century and the history of
the blues.
Lucas Ellman, Composer
Catch And Kill: The Podcast Tapes
The Reporters
Veteran New Yorker journalist Ken Auletta and Hollywood Reporter writer Kim Masters discuss their yearslong quests to reveal the “open secret” of Weinstein’s behavior, exploring the roadblocks that stalled their
efforts.

David Benjamin Steinberg, Composer
Civil War (Or, Who Do We Think We Are)
Civil War (Or, Who Do We Think We Are) travels across the U.S., exploring how Americans teach the story
of their Civil War. Shot from 2016 through 2019, it interweaves insightful scenes and touching student
interviews, painting a multi-faceted portrait of America’s psyche and its troubled relationship to its past.
Nathan Larson, Composer
Conversations With A Killer: The John Wayne Gacy Tapes
The Life Of The Party
John Wayne Gacy becomes a prime suspect in teen Robert Piest’s disappearance. Previously unheard audio
tapes reveal Gacy’s thoughts and early days.

Justin Melland, Composer
Crime Scene: The Times Square Killer
Murder On 42nd St.
Bright lights, fear city: In Times Square, 1979, police stumble on a fiery “hotel room from hell” housing the
bodies of two women.

Serj Tankian, Composer
Vincent Pedulla, Composer

The Curse Of Von Dutch: A Brand To Die For
Von Douche
As Von Dutch spirals out of control in the world of fashion, scorned former partners work to sabotage the
brand.

Chase Deso, Composer
Dean Martin: King Of Cool
Dean Martin epitomized cool. His laid-back charm made him successful in everything from film to television
variety shows to live acts. And yet, nobody ever truly knew him. This documentary explores Martin’s career
and enigmatic personality, including his complicated relationships with Jerry Lewis, Frank Sinatra, Sammy
Davis Jr, and others.
Leigh Roberts, Composer
Dear...
Viola Davis
Viola's advocacy for women of color inspires a Nigerian woman to start an organization to help women and
young girls in her country.

Craig Richey, Composer
Downfall: The Case Against Boeing
Investigators reveal how Boeing's alleged priority of profit over safety could have contributed to two
catastrophic crashes within months of each other.
Gary Lionelli, Composer
Fauci
With his signature blend of scientific acumen, candor and integrity, Dr. Anthony Fauci became America’s
most unlikely cultural icon during COVID-19. "Fauci" is an unprecedented portrait of one of our most vital
public servants, whose work saved millions while he faced threats from anonymous adversaries.
Daniel Hart, Composer
14 Peaks: Nothing Is Impossible
Fearless Nepali mountaineer Nimsdai Purja embarks on a seemingly impossible quest to summit all 14 of
the world's 8,000-meter peaks in seven months.
Nainita Desai, Composer
Frederick Douglass: In Five Speeches
Scholar Henry Louis Gates, Jr., brings to life the words of our country’s most famous anti-slavery activist.
Actors Jonathan Majors, Jeffrey Wright, Denzel Whitaker, Nicole Beharie and Colman Domingo perform
excerpts from five of Douglass’ legendary speeches, each representing a different moment in the
tumultuous history of 19th Century America.
Matthew Head, Composer

The G Word With Adam Conover
Weather
How’s the weather? The answer could mean life or death. Adam meets with those tasked with predicting
the weather and handling its fallout.

Amanda Jones, Composer
George Carlin's American Dream
Regarded as one of the most influential stand-up comics of his time, Carlin was best known for his
irreverent, dark comedy and reflections on American society. This two-part documentary features a unique
mix of conversations with Carlin’s family and friends, material from his stand-up specials, TV appearances,
and personal archives.
Jeff Morrow, Composer
The Invisible Pilot
Part 1
Small-town hero, Gary Betzner, jumps off a bridge and his conservative Arkansas town is turned upsidedown. His family, friends, and townsfolk explore the clues in this larger-than-life crop-duster’s story. What
gets revealed is a stranger-than-fiction mystery involving hypnosis, secrets, and a double life.

H. Scott Salinas, Composer
Tomas Videla, Composer
jeen-yuhs: A Kanye Trilogy
act iii: AWAKENING
The documentary looks complete. But life, death and fame get in the way till two paths cross once more.

Topu Lyo, Composer
Mike Thies, Composer
Lucy And Desi
“Lucy and Desi” offers a rare glimpse into the human story of superstars Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz, as
individuals and as television’s first interracial couple who revolutionized the medium. Featuring family
footage and interviews with Lucie Arnaz Luckenbill, Norman Lear, Desi Arnaz Jr., Carol Burnett and Bette
Midler.
David Schwartz, Composer
LulaRich
Blow Up
LuLaRoe’s wacky culture turns toxic. Sexism, body shaming and gaslighting become hallmarks of the
company. Retailers suspect they are in a cult. Simultaneously, the clothing quality deteriorates and
defective complaints skyrocket. LuLaRoe faces thousands of angry retailers ready to part ways and the
story explodes onto social media.

Danielle Furst, Composer
Khari Mateen, Composer

A Man Named Scott
A Man Named Scott follows the musical career of Kid Cudi starting with the release of ‘Day ‘n’ Nite’ in 2008
through the recording of his albums up until present day. Friends, producers, and collaborators help
illustrate his story in conjunction with concert footage and never before seen behind-the-scenes.
Nathan Matthew David, Composer
Marian Anderson: The Whole World In Her Hands
A granddaughter of enslaved Americans rare classical voice captivates Europe but is stymied by racism in
America. Marian Anderson defies the conscience of her time performing for a mixed audience of 75,000 at
the Lincoln Memorial in 1939, the 1st black Metropolitan Opera singer and delegate for the United Nations.
Kathryn Bostic, Composer
Mary J. Blige’s My Life
In this documentary, the singer, rapper and actress Mary J. Blige reveals the demons and blessings that
inspired the record and propelled her to international stardom. She celebrates the 25th anniversary of her
most influential work by performing the album live for the first time.
Mervyn Warren, Composer
The Mating Game
Grasslands: In Plain Sight
David Attenborough narrates the stories behind the most fascinating, hilarious, and dramatic quests by
animals to find a mate and leave a lasting legacy.

Tom Howe, Composer
More Than Robots
“More Than Robots” follows four teams of teenagers from around the world as they prepare for the 2020
FIRST® Robotics Competition. Faced with overcoming challenges along their way, the kids persevere and
learn that there is a lot more to the competition than just robots.
Stephanie Economou, Composer
Music Box
Woodstock 99: Peace, Love, And Rage
The first film in the series, Woodstock 99: Peace, Love, and Rage, tells the story of Woodstock ‘99, a music
festival promoted to echo unity and counterculture idealism of the original 1969 concert, but instead
devolved into riots, looting, and sexual assaults.

Noel Hogan, Composer
Sindri Már Sigfússon, Composer
Controlling Britney Spears (New York Times Presents)
Britney Spears has said that her conservatorship had become “an oppressive and controlling tool against
her.” This New York Times investigation reveals much of how it worked, including an intense surveillance
apparatus that monitored every move she made.
John E. Low, Composer
Pierre Takal, Composer

Elon Musk's Crash Course (New York Times Presents)
Elon Musk has claimed since 2015 that self-driving technology is a “solved problem.” But in reality, Tesla’s
efforts have been beset by problems and linked to deaths and scores of accidents. Former employees
speak out.
John E. Low, Composer
Nuclear Family
Episode 3
Following a landmark court decision, Ry grapples with her sperm donor’s terminal illness and its
implications for her future.

Gary Lionelli, Composer
NYC Epicenters 9/11→2021½
Episode 3
Lee recounts the construction of the 1970’s World Trade Center and how the 1993 bombing foreshadowed
the events of September 11. Survivors and frontline workers who rushed to the scene weave a vivid
picture of the unfolding attacks, including boat captains who ferried thousands of New Yorkers to safety.

Terence Blanchard, Composer
Our Great National Parks
Tsavo, Kenya
In Kenya’s Tsavo National Park, thousands of elephants roam the breathtaking, vast landscape, along with
hippos, rhinos, hornbills and more.

David Schweitzer, Composer
Painting With John
Your Hands Have Turned Into Lightbulbs
John scares people on bicycles while trying to explain that life is a beautiful and wonderful thing.

John Lurie, Composer
Phoenix Rising
In this intimate portrait of her experience as a Manson domestic violence survivor turned activist, Evan
Rachel Wood bares her own history, tracking the political and community focus she has established.
Wood’s efforts to affect systemic changes for future survivors prove her resilience, resistance, and rise
from the ashes.
Aska Matsumiya, Composer
Polar Bear
Polar Bear tells the story of a new mother whose memories of her own youth prepare her to navigate
motherhood in the increasingly challenging world that polar bears face today. Catherine Keener narrates
the story.
Harry Gregson-Williams, Composer

Prehistoric Planet
Ice Worlds
Travel back 66 million years to when majestic dinosaurs and extraordinary creatures roamed the lands,
seas and skies. “Prehistoric Planet” combines wildlife filmmaking, the latest paleontology learnings and
state-of-the-art technology to unveil the spectacular habitats and inhabitants of ancient Earth for a one-ofa-kind immersive experience.

Hans Zimmer, Composer
Anze Rozman, Composer
Kara Talve, Composer
Russell Emanuel, Composer
Steve Kofsky, Composer
Return To Space
Elon Musk and SpaceX engineers embark on a historic mission to return NASA astronauts to the
International Space Station and revolutionize space travel.
Mychael Danna, Composer
Harry Gregson-Williams, Composer
Secrets Of Playboy
The Playboy Legacy
Hugh Hefner sold himself as a champion of free speech who created the Playboy brand to set off a sexual
revolution that would liberate men and women alike, but over the years he used Playboy to manipulate
women to compete for his favor and silenced whistleblowers.

Gavin Brivik, Composer
Serengeti II
Intrigue
As our characters bring new life into peaceful times, a great storm is building which will transform the
newborns' welcoming world into a wet, cold nightmare. They have been born into an unpredictable world,
with an unknown future.

Will Gregory, Composer
Shatner In Space
Star Trek icon William Shatner ventures to space. An inside look at the events before this monumental
moment and what happened after.
Carson Aune, Composer
Sketchbook
Frozen | Olaf
Hyun Min Lee teaches us how to draw a character near and dear to her, Frozen's "Olaf."

Scott Michael Smith, Composer
Michael Dean Parsons, Composer

The Super Bob Einstein Movie
The film celebrates the career and comedy of actor, writer and producer Bob Einstein, as told by his
friends, family and peers - a pastiche of Bob’s classic television moments and explores his personal side of
a man who was famous for his deadpan demeanor, physical comedy and joke telling.
Tom Scott, Composer
John Robinson, Composer
Nathan East, Composer
They Call Me Magic
Earvin
Just as life is on the upswing, with marriage and a baby on the way, Magic receives an earth-shattering
diagnosis that he’s contracted HIV.

Terence Blanchard, Composer
Tiger King 2
Stark Raving Mad
Tim vows to stand his ground. Jeff goes to bat for Joe, but one last stunning claim from a familiar face
turns the story on its head yet again.

John Enroth, Composer
Albert Fox, Composer
Mark Mothersbaugh, Composer
The Tinder Swindler
Posing as a wealthy, jet-setting diamond mogul, he wooed women online then conned them out of millions
of dollars. Now some victims plan for payback.
Jessica Jones, Composer
UFO
Episode 1
A groundbreaking 2017 story in the New York Times reveals that the Pentagon secretly spent years
studying UFOs, casting new light on decades of unexplained UFO sightings in America.

Ian Hultquist, Composer
Untold
Breaking Point
Under pressure to continue a winning tradition in American tennis, Mardy Fish faced mental health
challenges that changed his life on and off the court.

Brocker Way, Composer
Uprising
Fire
London 1981: with racial tensions rising, a party ends in fire and 13 young black British people die. This is
the story of that party and the events that led up to it.

Harry Escott, Composer

Voir
Profane And Proud
For young Walter Chaw, “48 Hrs.” kicked off a crucial conversation about race in America — not to mention
a host of interracial buddy movies.

Jason Hill, Composer
The Way Down: God, Greed, And The Cult Of Gwen Shamblin
The Kingdom
A deadly plane crash draws public attention to the Remnant Fellowship, a Christian-diet-program-turnedchurch, and its infamous leader, Gwen Shamblin Lara.

Isobel Waller-Bridge, Composer
We Feed People
We Feed People spotlights chef José Andrés and his nonprofit World Central Kitchen’s incredible mission
and evolution over 12 years, from being a scrappy group of grassroots volunteers to becoming one of the
most highly regarded humanitarian aid organizations in the disaster relief sector.
Sami Jano, Composer
We Need To Talk About Cosby
Part 1
W. Kamau Bell’s exploration of Bill Cosby’s descent from “America’s Dad” to alleged sexual predator.
Comedians, journalists and Cosby survivors have a candid, first of its kind conversation about the man, his
career and his crimes.

Vernon Reid, Composer
Welcome To Earth
Descent Into Darkness
Will Smith descends 3,300 feet down into the ocean to explore a hidden world of color in the dark.

Daniel Pemberton, Composer
What Happened, Brittany Murphy?
This two-part documentary series presents an in-depth, intimate character portrait exploring the life and
career and mysterious circumstances surrounding the tragic death of 90's actress and rising star, Brittany
Murphy.
Genevieve Vincent, Composer
White Hot: The Rise & Fall Of Abercrombie & Fitch
All the cool kids were wearing it. This documentary explores A&F’s pop culture reign in the late ‘90s and
early 2000s and how it thrived on exclusion.
Amy Wood, Composer

End of Category

Outstanding Music Direction
57th Academy Of Country Music Awards
The 57th Academy of Country Music Awards, hosted by global superstar Dolly Parton with co-hosts Jimmie
Allen and Gabby Barrett, streamed live from the Allegiant Stadium in Las Vegas on Monday, March, 7
2022.
Edgar Struble, Music Director
American Idol
Episode 515 (Disney Night)
Derek Hough will mentor the Top 10 contestants from the Disneyland Resort in California as they prepare
to perform beloved Disney tunes in hopes of securing America’s vote.

Kris Pooley, Music Director
Annie Live!
“Annie,” the Broadway musical about the little orphan who is adopted by billionaire Daddy Warbucks,
becomes a 3-hour live musical event for the holidays.
Stephen Oremus, Music Director
Billie Eilish (Prime Day Show)
Billie brings a timeless, Parisian neighborhood to life with a series of cinematic performances, set in the
city known as the birthplace of cinema.
Aron Forbes, Music Director
Dancing With The Stars
Janet Jackson Night
Lights, camera, Janet! This season’s eight remaining couples return to the ballroom for a star-studded
Janet Jackson Night. There will also be a double elimination as the couples battle it out to make it into next
week’s semifinals.

Ray Chew, Music Director
For You, Paige
In a story inspired by real TikTokers, teenage music nerd Landon collaborates with his best friend Paige, on
a TikTok song inspired by her favorite book series. Landon’s TikTok goes viral, thrusting him into the
spotlight — and leaving Paige behind.
Macy Schmidt, Music Director
Patrick Sulken, Music Director
Happier Than Ever: A Love Letter to Los Angeles
This special features Billie Eilish in a cinematic concert experience. Fresh off the heels of her brand new
album, "Happier than Ever," this special will feature an intimate performance of every song in the album's
sequential order from the stage of the Hollywood Bowl.
Aron Forbes, Music Director

Jimmy Kimmel Live!
Silver Lining Singers Perform Positive Tunes To Depressing News; With Ellen Pompeo, Henry Winkler, Billy
Idol
We seem to be drowning in bad news so Jimmy enlisted help from a gospel choir “The Silver Lining
Singers” to put a positive spin on the worst headlines. Kids have to socially distance at school? Less lice!
Guests include Ellen Pompeo, Henry Winkler and a performance by Billy Idol.

Cleto Escobedo III, Music Director
Kelly Clarkson Presents: When Christmas Comes Around
People experience holidays in different ways. Kelly Clarkson Presents: When Christmas Comes Around
features original songs + classics that met audiences where they were, no matter what their hearts were
feeling. Brett Eldredge, Ariana Grande, Jay Leno, Melissa McCarthy, Leslie Odom Jr., Amy Poehler and
everyday heroes were featured guests.
Jason Halbert, Music Director
43rd Annual Kennedy Center Honors
The 43rd Annual Kennedy Center Honors airdate was postponed until June 6th 2021 due to the ongoing
effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. The Honorees are: multi-disciplinary artist, choreographer, and actress
Debbie Allen; singer-songwriter and activist Joan Baez; country singer-songwriter Garth Brooks; violinist
Midori; and actor Dick Van Dyke.
Rickey Minor, Music Director
44th Annual Kennedy Center Honors
Hosted by David Letterman. Operatic bass-baritone Justino Díaz; Motown founder, songwriter, producer,
and director Berry Gordy; “Saturday Night Live” creator Lorne Michaels; legendary stage and screen icon
Bette Midler; and singer-songwriter Joni Mitchell are honored for their lifetime of artistic achievement.
Rickey Minor, Music Director
Late Night With Seth Meyers
Episode 1207
Fred Armisen leads the 8G Band for an all-original score episode, featuring the best indie rock music in late
night. Each of the commercial breaks are hand crafted with the sweat of the band collective, as well as the
walk on music, which is custom-made for each guest.

Fred Armisen, Music Director
Eli Janney, Music Director
Live In Front Of A Studio Audience: "The Facts Of Life" And "Diff'rent Strokes"
A re-creation of classic episodes of "The Facts of Life" and "Diff'rent Strokes."
Cheche Alara, Music Director
The Masked Singer
2 Night Season Premiere, Part 2: Back To School
Group A returns and is joined by two wildcard contestants; two unmaskings.

Miguel Gandelman, Music Director

Michael Bublé's Christmas In The City
Michael Bublé returns to celebrate the 10th anniversary of his chart-topping album, “Christmas,” with a
new holiday special. “Michael Bublé’s Christmas in the City” presents a mix of comedy, music and, of
course, the spirit of Christmas, all from Studio 8H in Rockefeller Center.
Nicholas Jacobson-Larson, Music Director
Miley Cyrus Presents Stand By You
Miley Cyrus returns to the stage to celebrate Pride Month with a spectacular concert special from the
legendary Ryman Auditorium in Nashville -- featuring Maren Morris, Brothers Osborne, Orville Peck, Little
Big Town and Mickey Guyton, the most iconic Pride anthems of all time and a whole lot of sparkle.
Stacy Jones, Music Director
One Last Time: An Evening With Tony Bennett & Lady Gaga
A live concert special honoring the musical legacy and enduring friendship of Tony Bennett and Lady Gaga.
Filmed at two sold-out shows at Radio City Music Hall celebrating Bennett's 95th birthday, the two
incredible entertainers perform duets and solos from the Great American Songbook to honor their 10-year
musical partnership.
Michael Bearden, Music Director
Lee Musiker, Music Director
The Oscars
A global broadcast honoring the filmmaking community, televised live in the U.S. and in more than 200
territories, featuring 23 awards categories from Cinematography to Best Picture, with presenters including
́ , Reba
Lupita Nyong’o, Anthony Hopkins, Samuel L. Jackson, Lady Gaga and performances by Beyonce
McEntire, Billie Eilish and Finneas.
Adam Blackstone, Music Director
The Pepsi Super Bowl Lvi Halftime Show Starring Dr. Dre, Snoop Dogg, Mary J. Blige, Eminem,
Kendrick Lamar And 50 Cent
The Pepsi Super Bowl LVI Halftime Show starred Dr. Dre, Snoop Dogg, Mary J. Blige, Eminem, Kendrick
Lamar and 50 Cent, the highest rated halftime with over 208 million viewers. The acclaimed show's set list
included —California Love, In Da Club, No More Drama, Alright, Lose Yourself and Still D.R.E.
Adam Blackstone, Music Director
Saturday Night Live
Host: Jake Gyllenhaal
KBJ meets RBG. Jake sings “It’s All Coming Back To Me Now”, plays a silly game show, celebrates little
things, gets sick in Tombstone & sings ridiculous trucking songs. Weekend Update jokes about politics,
Chucky calls HR, flowers sing about spring, dysfunctional couples therapy session transpires. Camila
Cabello performs.

Lenny Pickett, Music Director
Leon Pendarvis, Music Director
Eli Brueggemann, Music Director

The Voice
Live Top 8 Performances
The talent is exceptional and the competition is fierce as Ariana Grande claims her red chair alongside
returning coaches Kelly Clarkson, John Legend and Blake Shelton as they vie to discover and coach the
next singing phenomenon.

Paul Mirkovich, Music Director
The Wonderful World Of Disney: Magical Holiday Celebration
“The Wonderful World of Disney: Magical Holiday Celebration” kicks off the holidays from the parks with
hosts, Ariana Debose, Derek Hough and Julianne Hough…with holiday performances by Chance the Rapper,
Gwen Stefani, Norah Jones, Brett Eldredge, Kristin Chenoweth, and Darren Criss…plus special guests,
family features and a few magical reveals.
Kimberly Burse, Music Director

End of Category

Outstanding Original Music And Lyrics
Adventures In Christmasing
Song Title: The Greatest Adventure
Parker Baldwin, a meticulous talk show host, finds her Christmas plans upended when her network asks
her to spend time in the wild with television survivalist Finn Holt. They’re forced to examine the way they
approach life... in the process, they connect in a way that neither of them expected..
Paul Wright III, Music
Francesca Richard, Music
Jordan Orvosh, Music
Kim Victoria Fields, Lyrics
Lisa Wright, Lyrics
The Afterparty
Yasper / Song Title: Two Shots
Yasper explains how he tried to get Xavier to help him get his music career off the ground. His version of
the events is a toe-tapping musical.

Jonathan Lajoie, Music & Lyrics
Jack Dolgen, Music & Lyrics
The Amber Ruffin Show
Episode 206 / Song Title: Britney Is Free
In this episode of The Amber Ruffin Show, Amber gives a heartfelt response to the Kyle Rittenhouse
verdict, sings a song about the end of Britney Spears' conservatorship, tells viewers about the racism
embedded in facial recognition technology, and chases Kamala Harris around the studio.

David Schmoll, Music
Amber Ruffin, Lyrics
American Dad!
American Dad Graffito / Song Title: We Didn't Know It Was Wrong
To save a beloved restaurant from closing, Stan must bring the 1950s back to Langley Falls.

Kevin Tyler, Music & Lyrics
The Andy Warhol Diaries
Collab: Andy & Basquiat / Song Title: So Afraid To Lose You
The ‘80s take off, and graffiti artists inspired by pop art energize New York. Andy forms a close, fruitful
friendship with Jean-Michel Basquiat.

Daniel Braun, Music & Lyrics
Arcane
The Monster You Created / Song Title: What Could Have Been
Perilously close to war, the leaders of Piltover and Zaun reach an ultimatum. But a fateful standoff changes
both cities forever.

Alex Seaver, Music & Lyrics

Baking It
Holiday Hacks And Pies / Song Title: My Guy (Is a Pie)
The bakers play White Elephant, transform store-bought ingredients and create stunning pies.

Zach Reino, Music & Lyrics
Jessica McKenna, Music & Lyrics
Big Mouth
The Shane Lizard Rises / Song Title: You'll Always Have Shame
Eager to get his mojo back, the Shame Wizard drops in on swim class to torment the kids with bodily
insecurities.

Mark Rivers, Music & Lyrics
Blindspotting
Bride Or Die / Song Title: The Ballad of Earl
Ashley brings the whole family to visitation to see Miles. Earl heads off to start his first day of work at the
ports but is hit with red light special when he gets back to the docks.

Rafael Casal, Music & Lyrics
Benjamin Earl Turner, Music & Lyrics
Bling Empire
No Friend Zone / Song Title: Wachu Tryna Do
Unable to find a resolution, Kane airs his issues. Kevin and Kim road test a budding relationship. Kelly
breaks down and grabs some rays.

Apollo90seven, Music
Soi Sauce, Lyrics
Bob's Burgers
Some Like It Bot Part 1: Eighth Grade Runner / Song Title: What If They're Right
When Tina's new shirt is ridiculed by Tammy and Jocelyn in a Wagstaff News segment called "Wow or
Weird," she turns to her erotic friend fiction and writes about a futuristic world in which she is a robot.

Loren Bouchard, Music & Lyrics
Nora Mary Smith, Music & Lyrics
The Boys Presents: Diabolical
Bffs / Song Title: Kimokawaii
Inject Compound V and get superpowers. Drink compound V and uh… this happens.

Leo Birenberg, Music & Lyrics
Zach Robinson, Music & Lyrics
Catherine Cohen: The Twist...? She's Gorgeous
Song Title: Live or Die
In this sparkling cocktail of standup and song, Catherine Cohen serenades about looking for love, the
absurdity of marathons and burying someone alive.
Catherine Cohen, Music & Lyrics

Central Park
Fista Puffs Mets Out Justice / Song Title: Trying Too Hard
As a test to see if she's worthy of joining an elite girl group, Fista Puffs battles a monster in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Elyssa Samsel, Music & Lyrics
Kate Anderson, Music & Lyrics
The Cleaning Lady
The Crown / Song Title: Lost Without You
A whip-smart Cambodian doctor comes to the U.S. for a medical treatment to save her son, but when the
system fails and pushes her into hiding, she uses her cunning and intelligence to fight back, breaking the
law for all the right reasons.

Nicholas Isham, Music & Lyrics
Ruby Ibarra, Music & Lyrics
The Cleaning Lady
TNT / Song Title: RUNAWAY
A whip-smart Cambodian doctor comes to the U.S. for a medical treatment to save her son, but when the
system fails and pushes her into hiding, she uses her cunning and intelligence to fight back, breaking the
law for all the right reasons.

Mark Isham, Music
Nicholas Isham, Music & Lyrics
Ruby Ibarra, Music & Lyrics
Conversations With Friends
Song Title: Sidelines
“Conversations with Friends" follows Frances, a darkly observant college student, as she navigates the
complexities of her evolving relationships and entanglements with new and old friends that ultimately force
her to confront her own vulnerabilities for the first time.
Phoebe Bridgers, Music & Lyrics
Marshall Vore, Music & Lyrics
Cowboy Bebop
Blue Crow Waltz / Song Title: Julia's Song
Years earlier, Spike and Vicious meet Julia at Ana’s club. But romantic entanglements and Vicious’
ambitions soon cause trouble for all of them.

Yoko Kanno, Music
Jeff Pinkner, Lyrics

The Daily Show With Trevor Noah
Drill Rap And The Root Causes Of Violence In Music / Song Title: South Bank
Mayor Eric Adams considered banning drill rap over its violent lyrics, but the music is only a symptom of
bigger root causes: Income inequality, mass incarceration and failing schools. Roy Wood Jr.'s song
envisions what drill rap might sound like if we fixed the many issues in these communities.

David John Vanacore, Music
Tal Benjamin Wallace, Music
Jonathan Robert Sprott, Music
Trevor Noah, Lyrics
Roy Wood Jr., Lyrics
Dave
Dave / Song Title: We Good
Dave releases his debut album Penith. The rest is history.

Eddie Jones, Music & Lyrics
Isiah Drewery, Music & Lyrics
Dear White People
Chapter X / Song Title: Together All The Way
Opening night of the Varsity Show yields big surprises and a sobering encounter. In the future, the friends’
reunion takes an emotional turn.

Kris Bowers, Music & Lyrics
Siedah Garrett, Music & Lyrics
Emily In Paris
French Revolution / Song Title: Mon Soleil
Emily finds her loyalties torn when a fashion show at Versailles sets the stage for a showdown that could
determine Savoir's future — and her own.

Freddy Wexler, Music & Lyrics
Euphoria
All My Life, My Heart Has Yearned For A Thing I Cannot Name / Song Title: Elliot's Song
Snippets of memory collide with collide with the present and future.

Labrinth, Music & Lyrics
Muzhda Zemar-McKenzie, Lyrics
Zendaya, Lyrics
Euphoria
You Who Cannot See, Think Of Those Who Can / Song Title: I'm Tired
Rue's struggling with her addiction, and imagines herself in church - connecting with her emotions to help
her get through her dire situation. Later, the words change from "I'm Tired" to "I'm Trying" as she begins
to see that she can change her life.

Labrinth, Music & Lyrics
Zendaya, Lyrics
Sam Levinson, Lyrics

The Fallout
Song Title: While You Sleep
Bolstered by new friendships forged under sudden and tragic circumstances, high schooler Vada begins to
reinvent herself, while re-evaluating her relationships with her family, friends and her view of the world.
Maisy Stella, Music & Lyrics
Lennon Stella, Music & Lyrics
Feel Good
Episode 5 / Song Title: Save The Bees
In pain and withdrawing from the world, Mae begins doing stand-up shows from her living room.
Meanwhile, George tries to carve some space for herself.

Luke Snellin, Music
Charles Watson, Music
Robert Jones, Music
Mae Martin, Lyrics
Joe Hampson, Lyrics
For You, Paige
Song Title: Playing In My Key
In a story inspired by real TikTokers, teenage music nerd Landon collaborates with his best friend Paige, on
a TikTok song inspired by her favorite book series. Landon’s TikTok goes viral, thrusting him into the
spotlight — and leaving Paige behind.
Daniel Mertzlufft, Music & Lyrics
Kate Leonard, Music & Lyrics
For You, Paige
Song Title: The One and Only Me
In a story inspired by real TikTokers, teenage music nerd Landon collaborates with his best friend Paige, on
a TikTok song inspired by her favorite book series. Landon’s TikTok goes viral, thrusting him into the
spotlight — and leaving Paige behind.
Julia Riew, Music & Lyrics
14 Peaks: Nothing Is Impossible
Song Title: Himal Ko Choro
Fearless Nepali mountaineer Nimsdai Purja embarks on a seemingly impossible quest to summit all 14 of
the world's 8,000-meter peaks in seven months.
Swapnil Sharma, Music & Lyrics
The Game
Take One For The Team / Song Title: Out Of The Dark
Tasha's husband Pookie visits for the weekend with hopes of rejuvenating their relationship, but a potential
client returning complicates their couples' time. Malik's leadership is questioned by his team while they
freeze out Jamison on and off the field.

Elijah Jamal, Music & Lyrics
Kurt Farquhar, Music & Lyrics

Getting Curious With Jonathan Van Ness
Why Is Hair So Major? / Song Title: You Do You
Obsessed with ‘dos since their first brush with Barbie, Jonathan digs into the history of coifs, takes stock of
wigs and examines hairy beauty standards.

Emily Bossak, Music & Lyrics
Alexis Idarose Kesselman, Music & Lyrics
Girls5eva
B.P.E. / Song Title: B.P.E. (Big Pussy Energy)
Dawn and Wickie vie for the same solo on the album. Gloria and Summer attempt to clean up their pasts
by tracking down copies of an old prank show they made for Lifetime Raw.

Jeff Richmond, Music & Lyrics
Meredith Scardino, Music & Lyrics
Ava Coleman, Music & Lyrics
Girls5eva
Tour Mode / Song Title: Bend Not Break
As Girls5eva competes for the opener slot on Collab’s world tour, the women grapple with the feasibility of
picking up and leaving New York.

Sara Bareilles, Music & Lyrics
Goliath
The Pain Killer / Song Title: The Pain Killer
Patty finds herself on the hook for Billy’s behavior as he digs deeper into the case.

Adam Schlesinger, Music & Lyrics
The Good Fight
And The Court Had A Clerk / Song Title: Section 230
Diane is aghast when Kurt reveals he recognized the face of a man featured in a U.S. Capitol insurrection
"Most Wanted" poster. Intrigued by Wackner, Marissa sneaks over to his copy shop "courtroom" and is
thrilled by what she encounters. Liz uses a current case to tackle Section 230.

Jonathan Coulton, Music & Lyrics
The Great North
Brace/Off Adventure / Song Title: My Hands Are In Your Mouth (And Your Mouth's In My Hands)
In a special musical episode, Judy embarks on a journey after getting some unexpected news from the
dentist.

Tim Dacey, Music
Caroline Levich, Lyrics

Hanna
Résistance / Song Title: The Midas Touch
Hanna returns to The Meadows with her cover as a loyal Utrax trainee. As the trainees prepare for their
first missions, Marissa contacts a CIA analyst in Vienna who is on the target list, and uses him for
information. Hanna meets her target Abbas, a charismatic young activist, in Paris.

Aurora Aksnes, Music & Lyrics
Magnus Skylstad, Music
Harlem
The Strong Black Woman / Song Title: My White Liberal Parents
Tye tries to get her health in order before an important conference. Camille questions how to respond to a
strange text from Ian. Angie struggles with an ignorant cast member. Quinn navigates her mother’s
expectations.

Sukari Jones, Music & Lyrics
Benj Pasek, Music & Lyrics
Justin Paul, Music & Lyrics
Hartley
No Answer / Song Title: Exoskeleton
Hartley tells the story of six teenagers navigating their first week in college, dealing with the complexity of
isolation, virtual relationships, and sexual expression. Told through social media interactions - posts,
comments, live streams, and text messages - the story provides the audience access to the characters'
private digital lives.

Lillian Johnson, Music & Lyrics
Hawkeye
Never Meet Your Heroes / Song Title: Save The City
Archer Kate Bishop lands in the middle of a criminal conspiracy, forcing Hawkeye out of retirement.

Marc Shaiman, Music & Lyrics
Scott Wittman, Music & Lyrics
Heels
Double Turn / Song Title: Hail to the King
The culmination of all Jack’s efforts finally pays off as the DWL is featured on the biggest stage in its
history, but when outside-the-ring drama enters the squared circle, there’s a lot more on the line than the
championship belt.

Sean Segal, Music & Lyrics
Dave Stephens, Music & Lyrics
The House
Song Title: This House Is...
Across different eras, a poor family, an anxious developer and a fed-up landlady become tied to the same
mysterious house in this animated dark comedy.
Gustavo Santaolalla, Music
Jarvis Cocker, Lyrics

Human Resources
Bad Mummies / Song Title: You're the Worst
Emmy struggles to help Becca bond with her baby, the Shame Wizard tries to impress his mom, and
Connie takes care of Maury’s little fellas for a day.

Mark Rivers, Music & Lyrics
I Think You Should Leave With Tim Robinson
They have a cakeshop there Susan where the cakes just look stunning. / Song Title: Dangerous Knife
(The Night Is A Knife)
An office dispute over shirt patterns. A little lie about the ice cream store escalates quickly. A man suspects
a baby is aware of his checkered past.

Ezra Koenig, Music
Ariel Rechtshaid, Music
Tim Robinson, Lyrics
Zach Kanin, Lyrics
Inside Job
The Brettfast Club / Song Title: Remakes
Brett hopes to have a blast in the past as the team embarks on a nostalgia-laced mission to a small town
that’s permanently stuck in the ‘80s.

Ryan Elder, Music & Lyrics
Steve Reidell, Music & Lyrics
Jimmy Kimmel Live!
Jimmy Kimmel And Katy Perry Write The Best Worst Kids Song Of All Time “Yum Yum Nom Nom Toot Toot
Poop!”; With Viola Davis, Henry Winkler / Song Title: Yum Yum Nom Nom Toot Toot Poop
Katy Perry & Jimmy Kimmel launched the official video for their new hit children’s song "Yum Yum Nom
Nom Toot Toot Poop!” to give parents everywhere a break from the most watched YouTube video of alltime, "Baby Shark.”

Jeff Babko, Music
Jimmy Kimmel, Lyrics
Josh Halloway, Lyrics
Gary Greenberg, Lyrics
The Late Show With Stephen Colbert
Colbert's "Lord Of The Rings" Rap Celebrates 20 Years Of The Greatest Trilogy In Movie History / Song
Title: Lord of the Rings #1 Trilly
In this episode, Elijah Wood, Sean Astin, Billy Boyd, Dominic Monaghan, Hugo Weaving, Andy Serkis,
Orlando Bloom, Viggo Mortensen, Method Man, Killer Mike, and Anna Kendrick help Stephen Colbert and
Jon Batiste honor the 20th anniversary of Peter Jackson's epic movie trilogy with an equally-epic rap video.

Louis Cato, Music & Lyrics
Michael Cruz Kayne, Music & Lyrics

The Legend Of Vox Machina
The Terror Of Tal'dorei - Part 1 / Song Title: The Legend of Vox Machina
The ragtag group of adventurers known as Vox Machina are commissioned by Sovereign Uriel to find out
who (or what) is decimating villages in the outskirts of Emon.

Peter Habib, Music & Lyrics
Sam Riegel, Music & Lyrics
Adam Nierow, Music & Lyrics
MacGruber
A Good Day To Die / Song Title: Don't Need a Reason To Rhyme
After serving eleven years in prison for the murder of his former nemesis, MacGruber is reunited by
General Fasoose for one last suicide mission.

David Noel, Music & Lyrics
Will Forte, Music & Lyrics
The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel
How To Chew Quietly And Influence People / Song Title: Maybe Monica
Susie hones her managerial style, interviewing secretarial candidates and coming up with a plan to
resurrect Sophie’s career. Rose lands a very wealthy client who requires discretion. Then she discovers
that Midge is working at the Wolford. Midge and Susie are shocked when they receive invitations to Shy
Baldwin’s wedding.

Thomas Mizer, Music & Lyrics
Curtis Moore, Music & Lyrics
Mary J. Blige’s My Life
Song Title: Hourglass
In this documentary, the singer, rapper and actress Mary J. Blige reveals the demons and blessings that
inspired the record and propelled her to international stardom. She celebrates the 25th anniversary of her
most influential work by performing the album live for the first time.
Mary J. Blige, Music & Lyrics
Samuel Elliott Roman, Music & Lyrics
Andy Murray, Music & Lyrics
Modern Love
In The Waiting Room Of Estranged Spouses / Song Title: Fire
"I was in the psychologist’s reception room, when a woman carrying a child walked in. I didn’t recognize
her at first, then I remembered her face. 'Are you the wife of the guy my wife is having an affair with?' I
asked tactlessly. 'Yeah,' she said. 'We’re not together anymore.'"

Gary Clark, Music & Lyrics

NFL Honors
Song Title: We're Back
Hosted by Keegan-Michael Key, the 11th Annual NFL Honors is an awards presentation by the National
Football League that honors its players from the 2021 NFL season.
Avery Pearson, Music & Lyrics
Bennett Webber, Lyrics
Keegan-Michael Key, Lyrics
Elle Key, Lyrics
Nine Perfect Strangers
Ever After / Song Title: Crimson Bue
Promised total transformation, nine very different people arrive at Tranquillum House, a secluded retreat
run by the mysterious wellness guru Masha.

Keith Urban, Music & Lyrics
Daniel Breland, Music & Lyrics
Sean Small, Music & Lyrics
Sam Sumser, Music & Lyrics
The Porter
Episode 104 / Song Title: Songbird
"The Porter" is set in 1921. The music landscape nods to influences of African, Caribbean, Jazz and Blues
genres.

Jonathan Goldsmith, Music
Kaïa Kater, Lyrics
Power Book III: Raising Kanan
Choose Your Battles / Song Title: Streets Need A Body
Eager to transform and re-imagine her business after the stash house is hit, Raq overhauls her operation.
Meanwhile, Kanan is detained after a fight with Scrappy, raising some serious questions for Detective
Howard.

Angela Hunte, Music & Lyrics
Aasim Williams, Music & Lyrics
Sean C, Music & Lyrics
Queen Of The Universe
Holi-gay Finale / Song Title: Queen of the Universe
The holidays are a drag as the queens have one final chance to prove they have what it takes to make it to
the top. Who will take home the $250,000 prize and title of "Queen of the Universe?"

Brett McClaughlin, Music & Lyrics

Queer Eye
Snow White Of Central Texas / Song Title: Y'all Means All
The overworked founder of a rescue organization for special-needs animals is so busy taking care of others
that she doesn’t make time for herself.

Miranda Lambert, Music & Lyrics
Shane McAnally, Music & Lyrics
Luke Dick, Music & Lyrics
Reba McEntire's Christmas In Tune
Song Title: I Needed Christmas
Years after their personal and professional breakup, the singing duo of Georgia (Reba McEntire) and Joe
Winter (John Schneider) agree to reunite after their daughter, Belle (Candice King), asks them to
participate in a Christmas Charity concert, only to find themselves getting back in tune on stage and off.
Trannie Stevens Anderson, Music & Lyrics
Jared Dillion Conrad, Music & Lyrics
Reservation Dogs
Satvrday / Song Title: Bebo
The Reservation Dogs try their hand at being vigilantes as a tornado rolls into town.

Mato Wayuhi, Music & Lyrics
Resident Alien
Family Day / Song Title: "Where Have All the Daddies Gone"
Harry and Asta’s trip is interrupted by an uninvited relative as the town celebrates family.

Noah Sorota, Music
Chris Sheridan, Lyrics
Biniam Bizuneh, Lyrics
The Righteous Gemstones
And Infants Shall Rule Over Them / Song Title: Sassy on Sunday
With Eli temporarily out of the picture, the Gemstone siblings are left to quarrel over who’s in charge –
until some wise words help pave a way forward. As Tiffany tracks down Baby Billy, Gideon faces his future.

Joseph Stephens, Music & Lyrics
Jennifer Nettles, Music & Lyrics
The Righteous Gemstones
I Speak In The Tongues Of Men And Angels / Song Title: Psalm 28.7
As Jesse eyes a business opportunity to invest in an up-and-comping Evangelical couple’s Christian
timeshare resort, Zion’s Landing, the media cracks down on a fellow preacher due to a leaked sex tape.
Meanwhile, Eli reconnects with Junior, a mysterious figure from his past wrestling/thumb-breaking days.

Heavy Young Heathens, Music & Lyrics

RuPaul's Drag Race
Grand Finale! / Song Title: "I Hate People"
It's showtime for the final five queens as they compete for the title of America's next drag superstar in
original musical performances and a series of lip sync battles.

Brett McLaughlin, Music & Lyrics
Gabe Lopez, Music
Willow Patterson, Lyrics
RuPaul's Drag Race All Stars
This Is Our Country / Song Title: This Is Our Country
Who will take home the crown? A spot in the Drag Race Hall of Fame is at stake as the finalists write,
record, and perform verses to RuPaul's new song This is Our Country, featuring country music legend
Tanya Tucker.

Brett McLaughlin, Music & Lyrics
Frederick William Scott, Music & Lyrics
Tom Campbell, Lyrics
RuPaul Charles, Lyrics
Saturday Night Live
Host: Willem Dafoe / Song Title: Now I'm Up
Chris Redd and Kenan Thompson sing about the annoying things that wake them up in the middle of the
night. Ego plays Kenan’s wife; Willem and Heidi star in an infomercial that wakes up Chris.

Chris Redd, Music & Lyrics
Dan Bulla, Music & Lyrics
Jake Anthony Procanik, Music & Lyrics
Kenan Thompson, Music & Lyrics
Streeter Seidell, Music & Lyrics
Schmigadoon!
Song Title: Corn Puddin'
A couple is on a backpacking trip designed to reinvigorate their relationship when they discover a magical
town in which everyone is living in a studio musical from the 1940s. They then discover that they can’t
leave until they find “true love.”
Cinco Paul, Music & Lyrics
Sheryl
Song Title: Forever
An intimate story of song and sacrifice—musically gifted superstar Sheryl Crow navigates an iconic yet
arduous musical career battling sexism, ageism, depression, cancer, and the price of fame, before
harnessing the power of her gift.
Sheryl Crow, Music & Lyrics
Jeff Trott, Music & Lyrics

The Simpsons
Poorhouse Rock / Song Title: Goodbye, Middle Class
When Bart declares that he wants to follow in Homer’s comfortable middle-class footsteps, a magical
singing janitor (Hugh Jackman) delivers some hard truths about how the US economy has changed — in
the form of a rousing Broadway-style number that spans nearly eighty years, and two acts of our show!

Laurence O'Keefe, Music & Lyrics
Tim Long, Lyrics
The Simpsons
The Star Of The Backstage / Song Title: Star of the Backstage
Marge, a former stage manager, revives her high school musical and is launched into an imagined musical
world where the voice in her head (Kristen Bell) finally takes center stage.

Jack Dolgen, Music & Lyrics
Russell Emanuel, Music
Elisabeth Kiernan Averick, Lyrics
The Simpsons In Plusaversary
Plusaversary / Song Title: Plusaversary Song
Homer Simpson attends a Disney+ party where he gets drunk with Goofy. Bart, posing as Mickey Mouse,
orders everyone back to work.

Kara Talve, Music & Lyrics
Somebody Somewhere
Mrs. Diddles / Song Title: You Brought Me Home
On her quest to re-inspire Joel, Sam discovers a new potential location for Choir Practice. And finally, on a
purple party bus, Sam realizes just how far she’s come.

Bridget Everett, Music & Lyrics
Matt Ray, Music
Space Force
The Doctor's Appointment / Song Title: The Wilco Space Force Theme
Tony spreads a rumor around the office that General Naird is looking for a new job. Meanwhile, Dr. Chan
and Mallory actually do pursue a job lead.

Jeff Tweedy, Music & Lyrics
Star Wars: Visions
Tatooine Rhapsody / Song Title: Galactic Dreamer
A band with big dreams must save one of their own from Jabba the Hutt and Boba Fett.

Yoshiaki Dewa, Music
Masaya Sakuta, Lyrics

Station Eleven
A Hawk From A Handsaw / Song Title: Wandering Under The Moon
Twenty years later, Kirsten and her Shakespearean troupe, the Traveling Symphony, meet a mysterious
man on their way to perform at St. Deborah-by-the-Water.

Dan Romer, Music & Lyrics
The Super Bob Einstein Movie
Song Title: Landed on My Head
The film celebrates the career and comedy of actor, writer and producer Bob Einstein, as told by his
friends, family and peers - a pastiche of Bob’s classic television moments and explores his personal side of
a man who was famous for his deadpan demeanor, physical comedy and joke telling.
Barenaked Ladies, Music & Lyrics
Surrealestate
Ft. Ghost Child / Song Title: Always Remember
Realtor Nick Roman and an elite team of specialists handle the cases that no one else can: haunted and
possessed houses that literally scare would-be buyers away. This episode: When a rap star rents a client’s
recording studio, a tragic secret is revealed in the playback.

Spencer Creaghan, Music
Evran Ozdemir, Lyrics
Ten Year Old Tom
Dakota's Dad / Song Title: Why Does My Wife Insist On Belittling Me In Public
After his mom demands a reshoot, Tom becomes the main subject of his pretentious school photographer’s
revenge campaign. Coach finds himself in hot water after Tom blows an injury out of proportion.

Tod Puckett, Music & Lyrics
This Is Us
Day Of The Wedding / Song Title: The Forever Now
The Pearsons gather for Kate's wedding.

Siddhartha Khosla, Music
Taylor Goldsmith, Lyrics
Three Months
Song Title: Trouble
Caleb, a South Florida teen, loves his camera, his weed and his grandmother. On the eve of his high school
graduation, everything changes when he’s exposed to HIV. While he waits three months for his results,
Caleb finds love in the most unlikely of places in this coming-of-age comedy-drama.
Troye Sivan, Music & Lyrics
Styalz Fuego, Music & Lyrics
Brett McLaughlin, Music & Lyrics

The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon
Episode 1475 / Song Title: Broadway's Back
Guest Lin-Manuel Miranda performs an original song with Jimmy about the musicals they’re excited to see
when Broadway returns.

Matt Buechele, Music & Lyrics
Colin Elzie, Music & Lyrics
Nedaa Sweiss, Music & Lyrics
Jimmy Fallon, Music & Lyrics
John MacDonald, Music & Lyrics
Trying
Helicopters / Song Title: "Helicopter"
Nikki and Jason make a hopeful visit on their adoption journey. Nikki sets Erica up with Jason's friend.
Karen is drawn to Deven, a single dad.

Maisie Peters, Music & Lyrics
Joe Rubel, Music & Lyrics
The Valet
Song Title: A Song in My Heart
Movie star Olivia faces a PR disaster when a paparazzi snaps a photo of her with her married lover,
Vincent. The hard-working valet Antonio accidentally appears in the same photo and is enlisted to pose as
Olivia's new boyfriend as a cover up.
Heitor Pereira, Music
Gaby Moreno, Lyrics
We Are Lady Parts
Potential Future Spouse / Song Title: Bashir With The Good Beard
The band accost Amina and make her an offer – if she plays the audition with them, they will set her up
with Ayesha’s hot brother, Ahsan. Amina agrees, unable to resist the chance of snaring her dream man.

Nida Manzoor, Music & Lyrics
Shez Manzoor, Music & Lyrics
Sanya Manzoor, Music & Lyrics
Benjamin Fregin, Music & Lyrics
Winning Time: The Rise Of The Lakers Dynasty
Promised Land / Song Title: Kurupt'N Los Angeles
Down two men and with the 1980 NBA Championship on the line, the outnumbered Lakers look to an
unlikely source for inspiration. In Philly, Earvin faces off against his role-model-turned-rival Dr. J, while in
LA, Haywood grapples with his own worst enemy: himself.

Nicholas Britell, Music
Robert Glasper, Music
Kurupt, Lyrics

The Witcher
Redanian Intelligence / Song Title: Burn Butcher Burn
A guest at Kaer Morhen extends a guiding hand to Ciri — and an invitation to Geralt. On the run in
Redania, Yennefer seeks safety below ground.

Joseph Trapenese, Music
Joey Batey, Music
Sneha Koorse, Lyrics
With Love
Dia De Los Muertos / Song Title: Noche Buena
A one-hour romantic dramedy series centered around siblings Lily and Jorge Diaz and their family, tracking
their stories over the course of a year through the heightened framework of the holidays. The Diaz’s weave
in and out of the lives of seemingly unrelated people as they search for love.

Lin-Manuel Miranda, Music & Lyrics
Ziwe
Critical Race Theory / Song Title: Baby Let’s Just Move On
Ziwe explores the controversy surrounding critical race theory with Charlamagne Tha God and then hosts a
PTA meeting with parents against CRT.

Ziwe, Music & Lyrics
Jen Goma, Music & Lyrics
Sam Taggart, Lyrics
Zoey's Extraordinary Christmas
Song Title: North Star
Following the Clarke family's first holiday together after their patriarch Mitch has passed away, Zoey
attempts to re-create the perfect Christmas, but finds that walking a mile in her father's shoes is a lot
more complicated than she ever imagined.
Mary Steenburgen, Music & Lyrics
Troy Verges, Music & Lyrics
Caitlyn Smith, Music & Lyrics

End of Category

Outstanding Original Main Title Theme Music
The Afterparty
“The Afterparty” centers on a murder mystery at a high school reunion. Each of the eight episodes features
a retelling of the same night told through a different character’s perspective, each with its own unique
visual style and film genre to match the teller’s personality
Daniel Pemberton, Composer
Arcane
Amid the stark discord of twin cities Piltover and Zaun, two sisters fight on rival sides of a war between
magic technologies and clashing convictions.
Imagine Dragons ft. JID, Composer
Archive 81
An archivist takes a job restoring damaged videotapes and gets pulled into the vortex of a mystery
involving the missing director and a demonic cult.
Ben Salisbury, Composer
Geoff Barrow, Composer
Bad Vegan: Fame. Fraud. Fugitives.
After marrying a mysterious man who claimed he could make her dog immortal, a celebrated vegan
restaurateur finds her life veering off the rails.
Dan Romer, Composer
BMF
“BMF” follows the story of two brothers who created the “Black Mafia Family,” the most prominent drug
distribution network in American history.
Shaun Thomas, Composer
Curtis "50 Cent" Jackson, Lyricist
Bullsh*t The Game Show
Contestants strive to correctly answer difficult trivia questions. And when they can’t, they simply move on
to plan B: lying through their teeth.
David Russo, Composer
Bust Down
In Bust Down, four casino employees in a dead-end job in middle America attempt to find self-worth in
their bad ideas.
Benjamin Saint Fort, Composer
Candy
Candy Montgomery is a 1980 housewife and mother who did everything right—good husband, two kids,
nice house, even the careful planning and execution of transgressions—but when the pressure of
conformity builds within her, her actions scream for just a bit of freedom. With deadly results.
Ariel Marx, Composer

Catch And Kill: The Podcast Tapes
Docuseries leverages fresh perspectives and details to explore the courageous, harrowing efforts to hold
one powerful predator accountable, centering on the whistleblowers, journalists, private investigators, and
other sources who helped Farrow expose how Harvey Weinstein was able to elude prosecution and silence
his victims over many years.
David Benjamin Steinberg, Composer
Dear...
“Dear…” takes an inventive and cinematic approach to biographies of the most iconic figures in society
today by using letters written by those whose lives have been changed through their work.
Craig Richey, Composer
1883
1883 follows the Dutton family as they embark on a journey west through the Great Plains. It is a stark
retelling of Western expansion, and an intense study of one family fleeing poverty to seek a better future
in America’s promised land — Montana.
Brian Tyler, Composer
The Essex Serpent
“The Essex Serpent” follows London widow Cora Seaborne (Claire Danes) who moves to Essex to
investigate reports of a mythical serpent. She forms a surprising bond of science and skepticism with the
local pastor (Tom Hiddleston), but when tragedy strikes, locals accuse her of attracting the creature.
Dustin O'Halloran, Composer
Herdís Stefánsdóttir, Composer
Foundation
“Foundation” chronicles a band of exiles on their monumental journey to save humanity and rebuild
civilization amid the fall of the Galactic Empire.
Bear McCreary, Composer
The G Word With Adam Conover
Love it or hate it, the government plays a huge role in our lives. Adam Conover explores its triumphs,
failures and how we might be able to change it.
Amanda Jones, Composer
Kristen Personius, Composer
The Gilded Age
After her father dies, Marian Brook moves from rural Pennsylvania to New York City to live with her “old
money” aunts, during a period of immense economic change. Exposed to a world on the brink of modern
age, will Marian follow established rules of society or forge her own path?
Harry Gregson-Williams, Composer
Rupert Gregson-Williams, Composer
Grand Crew
A group of young professionals are all trying to navigate the ups and downs of life and love in Los Angeles
- and they always find time to gather at their favorite bar to "wine down" and unpack it all. And just like
wine, their friendship gets better with time.
Nick Lee, Composer
Phil Augusta Jackson, Lyricist

Hartley
Hartley tells the story of six teenagers navigating their first week in college, dealing with the complexity of
isolation, virtual relationships, and sexual expression. Told through social media interactions - posts,
comments, live streams, and text messages - the story provides the audience access to the characters'
private digital lives.
Tim Doubinski, Composer
Hawkeye
Set in post-blip New York City at Christmastime, Marvel Studios’ “Hawkeye” features the unlikely
partnership between Clint Barton/Hawkeye and Kate Bishop, a 22-year-old archer and Hawkeye superfan.
When Kate becomes entangled in Clint’s past, she refuses to be sidelined and the pair join forces to unravel
a criminal conspiracy.
Christophe Beck, Composer
Heels
“Heels” follows the men and women who chase their dreams in the world of independent professional
wrestling. Set in a close-knit Georgia community, it follows a family-owned wrestling promotion as two
brothers and rivals, Jack Spade and Ace Spade, war over their late father’s legacy.
Jeffrey Cardoni, Composer
Ben Bridwell, Composer
Invasion
“Invasion” is a sweeping, character-driven science fiction drama series that follows an alien invasion
through different perspectives around the world.
Max Richter, Composer
Inventing Anna
Audacious entrepreneur or con artist? A reporter digs into how Anna Delvey convinced New York's elite she
was a German heiress. Based on a true story.
Kris Bowers, Composer
Pierre Charles, Composer
The Invisible Pilot
This twist-filled three-part series reveals the incredible story how Arkansas crop-duster, Gary Betzner's
stranger-than- fiction life collides with one of the biggest political scandals of our time.
H. Scott Salinas, Composer
Tomas Videla, Composer
The Kings Of Napa
The Kings of Napa focuses on a Napa Valley vineyard owned by the Kings, an aspirational African American
family whose wealth and status lands them on the society pages. The business has brought much success,
but following the patriarch's exit, his children must grapple for the reigns to the kingdom.
Mike Fratantuno, Composer
Brian Lapin, Composer
Terence Yoshiaki, Composer

The Last Days Of Ptolemy Grey
An ailing man is left without his trusted caretaker and on the brink of sinking even deeper into a lonely
dementia is assigned to the care of orphaned teenager Robyn. When they learn about a treatment that can
restore Ptolemy’s dementia-addled memories, it begins a journey.
Craig DeLeon, Composer
The Legend Of Vox Machina
They're rowdy, they're ragtag, they're misfits turned mercenaries for hire. Vox Machina is more interested
in easy money and cheap ale than actually protecting the realm. But when the kingdom is threatened by
evil, this boisterous crew realizes that they are the only ones capable of restoring justice.
Neal Acree, Composer
Lisey's Story
A deeply personal thriller that follows Lisey Landon two years after the death of her husband, famous
novelist Scott Landon. A series of unsettling events causes Lisey to face memories of her marriage to Scott
that she has deliberately blocked out of her mind.
Clark, Composer
Loki
“Loki” features the God of Mischief as he steps out of his brother Thor’s shadow, following the events of
“Avengers: Endgame.” After picking up the Tesseract, Loki finds himself called before the Time Variance
Authority (TVA), a bureaucratic organization that exists outside of time and space.
Natalie Holt, Composer
The Mating Game
David Attenborough narrates the stories behind the most fascinating, hilarious, and dramatic quests by
animals to find a mate and leave a lasting legacy.
Tom Howe, Composer
Mayor Of Kingstown
Mayor of Kingstown follows the McLusky family — power brokers in Kingstown, Michigan where the
business of incarceration is the only thriving industry. The brothers attempt to bring order and justice to a
town that has neither.
Andrew Lockington, Composer
Murderville
Eccentric detective Terry Seattle teams up with clueless celebrity guest stars to investigate a series of
murders in this improvisational crime comedy.
Matt Novack, Composer
Greg Martin, Composer
Music Box
Music Box is a collection of six documentary films created by Bill Simmons exploring pivotal moments in
the music world. The series includes Woodstock 99: Peace, Love, and Rage, Jagged, DMX: Don't Try to
Understand, Listening to Kenny G, Mr. Saturday Night, and Juice WRLD: Into the Abyss.
Giosuè Greco, Composer/Lyricist

Nuclear Family
In the late 70s, when an LGBTQ+ family was inconceivable, Ry Russo-Young and her sister Cade were born
to two lesbian mothers. When Ry’s sperm donor sued for paternity and visitation, it altered her idyllic
childhood. Series explores the lawsuit and events that changed how LGBTQ+ families were perceived
forever.
Gary Lionelli, Composer
The Offer
The Offer is a limited event series based on producer Albert S. Ruddy’s extraordinary, never-before-seen
experiences of making “The Godfather.”
Isabella Summers, Composer
Only Murders In The Building
Three strangers who share an obsession with true crime suddenly find themselves caught up in one.
Siddhartha Khosla, Composer
Our Great National Parks
Narrated by former President Barack Obama, this docuseries shines the spotlight on some of the planet’s
most spectacular national parks.
David Schweitzer, Composer
The Outlaws
Seven strangers begin Community Payback sentences, renovating a derelict building in Bristol. But a
criminal mistake will unite these people in ways they had thought impossible.
Dan Jones, Composer
Stew Jackson, Composer
Power Book III: Raising Kanan
Set in South Jamaica, Queens, in 1991, “Power Book III: Raising Kanan” is a prequel to the original
“Power” franchise. This family drama revolves around the coming of age of Kanan Stark, the 15-year-old
child of Raquel ‘Raq’ Thomas, a cocaine distributor with an emerging network of dealers across NYC.
Kenneth Burke, Composer
Curtis "50 Cent" Jackson, Lyricist
Power Book IV: Force
Tommy Egan cuts all ties putting New York in his rearview mirror when he arrives in Chicago, determined
to become the city’s biggest drug dealer. As Tommy starts making waves in the drug game, he attracts the
attention of the city’s ultimate players while forging profitable alliances and deadly enemies.
Jeremy P Felton, Composer
Curtis "50 Cent" Jackson, Lyricist

Prehistoric Planet
Travel back 66 million years to when majestic dinosaurs and extraordinary creatures roamed the lands,
seas and skies. “Prehistoric Planet” combines wildlife filmmaking, the latest paleontology learnings and
state-of-the-art technology to unveil the spectacular habitats and inhabitants of ancient Earth for a one-ofa-kind immersive experience.
Hans Zimmer, Composer
Andrew Christie, Composer
Kara Talve, Composer
Russell Emanuel, Composer
Steve Kofsky, Composer
The Problem With Jon Stewart
“The Problem With Jon Stewart” is a single-issue series with Stewart exploring complex topics through the
differing perspectives of stakeholders, experts and individuals confronting these challenges.
Gary Clark Jr., Composer
Reservation Dogs
Reservation Dogs follows the exploits of four Indigenous teenagers in rural Oklahoma who steal, rob and
save in order to get to the exotic, mysterious and faraway land of California.
Mato Wayuhi, Composer/Lyricist
Schmigadoon!
A new musical comedy series about a couple on a backpacking trip designed to reinvigorate their
relationship when they discover a magical town in which everyone is living in a studio musical from the
1940s. They then discover that they can’t leave until they find “true love."
Cinco Paul, Composer
SEE
“See” takes place in the distant future, after a deadly virus decimated humankind. Those who survived
emerged blind. Baba Voss — the father of twins born centuries later with the mythic ability to see — must
protect his tribe against a powerful yet desperate queen who wants the twins destroyed.
Bear McCreary, Composer
Severance
Mark Scout (Adam Scott) leads a team at Lumon Industries, whose employees have undergone a
severance procedure, which surgically divides their memories between their work and personal lives.
Theodore Shapiro, Composer
Shining Girls
Years after a brutal attack left her in a constantly shifting reality, Kirby Mazrachi learns that a recent
murder is linked to her assault. She teams with veteran reporter Dan Velazquez to understand her everchanging present and confront her past.
Claudia Sarne, Composer
Nick Chuba, Composer

Shining Vale
Pat and Terry Phelps move from a cramped Brooklyn apartment to an old mansion in Connecticut, in order
to save their marriage after Pat’s affair. The house seemed like a steal, but when the former owner of the
house—who died there—appears, Pat wonders if she’s depressed… or possessed.
Tim Phillips, Composer
The Shrink Next Door
The bizarre relationship between psychiatrist to the stars Dr. Isaac “Ike” Herschkopf and his longtime
patient Martin “Marty” Markowitz. Ike slowly inserts himself into Marty’s life, moving into Marty’s Hamptons
home and persuading Marty to name him president of the family business.
Joshua Moshier, Composer
Slow Horses
Darkly funny espionage drama follows a team of British intelligence agents who serve in a dumping ground
department of MI5 due to their career-ending mistakes. Led by their brilliant but irascible leader, the
notorious Jackson Lamb, they navigate the espionage world’s smoke and mirrors to defend England from
sinister forces.
Mick Jagger, Composer
Daniel Pemberton, Composer
Squid Game
Hundreds of cash-strapped players accept a strange invitation to compete in children's games. Inside, a
tempting prize awaits — with deadly high stakes.
Jung Jae-il, Composer
The Staircase
Inspired by a true story, this gripping true crime limited series follows Michael Peterson and his sprawling
North Carolina family after the suspicious death of his wife Kathleen.
Danny Bensi, Composer
Saunder Jurriaans, Composer
Super Pumped: The Battle For Uber
The roller-coaster ride of the upstart transportation company, embodying the highs and lows of Silicon
Valley.
Brendan Angelides, Composer
Suspicion
When the son of a prominent American businesswoman is kidnapped from a New York hotel, the eye of
suspicion quickly falls on four seemingly ordinary British citizens who were at the hotel on the night in
question.
Gilad Benamram, Composer
Swimming With Sharks
A young female assistant who is at the center of a studio filled with manipulators, schemers and intrigue.
Little do they know she is poised to outwit them all.
Jeff Russo, Composer

That's My Jam
Hosted by Jimmy Fallon, “That’s My Jam” is an hourlong music and comedy variety game show that draws
inspiration from the most popular “Tonight Show” games. Each episode features two teams of celebrities
competing for a charity in a series of music, dance, and trivia-based games and musical performances.
Adam W. Blackstone, Composer
Eric Roberson, Composer
They Call Me Magic
Featuring intimate interviews with Magic and an all-star lineup, “They Call Me Magic” charts the cinematic
life of one of the biggest cultural icons of our era with unprecedented access in a definitive four-part
documentary series.
Flying Lotus, Composer
Tokyo Vice
Loosely inspired by Jake Adelstein’s first-hand account, this crime drama follows the young American
journalist as he descends into the neon-soaked underbelly of late ‘90s Tokyo, where nothing and no one
are what they seem.
Danny Bensi, Composer
Saunder Jurriaans, Composer
True Story With Ed And Randall
Ed Helms and Randall Park bring to life the best unheard true stories told by the very people who
experienced them. The hosts meet everyday people who recount their amazing, surprising, funny and
completely true stories, which are simultaneously re-created by a cast of top comedians and actors.
Jeff Byrd, Composer
Frank W. Becker, Composer
Truth Be Told
Descend into the world of true-crime podcasts. Podcaster Poppy Parnell, risks everything—including her life
—to pursue truth and justice. “Truth Be Told” provides a unique glimpse into America’s obsession with true
crime podcasts and challenges its viewers to consider the consequences when the pursuit of justice is on a
public stage.
John Paesano, Composer
Adam Hochstatter, Composer
A Very British Scandal
A Very British Scandal explores one of the most notorious and brutal legal cases of the 20th century: the
marriage and divorce of the Duke (Paul Bettany) and Duchess of Argyll (Claire Foy). Vilified by the press
and the judiciary, the Duchess’s fall from grace was relished by British society.
Nathan Barr, Composer
Vikings: Valhalla
Follow-up series to 'Vikings' set 100 years afterward and centering on the adventures of Leif Erikson,
Freydis, Harald Hardrada and the Norman King William the Conqueror.
Trevor Morris, Composer

Voir
Film lovers examine the cinematic moments that thrilled, perplexed, challenged and forever changed them
in this collection of visual essays.
Jason Hill, Composer
We Own This City
Chronicling the rise and fall of the Baltimore Police Department's Gun Trace Task Force, We Own This City
examines the corruption and moral collapse that befell an American city in which the policies of drug
prohibition and mass arrest were championed at the expense of actual police work.
Kris Bowers, Composer
What If...?
“What If...?” flips the script on the Marvel Cinematic Universe, reimagining famous events from the films in
unexpected ways. Marvel Studios’ first animated series focuses on different heroes from the MCU,
featuring a voice cast that includes a host of stars who reprise their roles.
Laura Karpman, Composer
The Wheel Of Time
The lives of five young villagers change forever when a strange and powerful woman arrives, claiming one
of them is the child of an ancient prophecy with the power to tip the balance between Light and Dark
forever.
Lorne Balfe, Composer
The White Lotus
The social satire set at an exclusive Hawaiian resort that follows the vacations of various hotel guests as
they relax and rejuvenate in paradise. With each passing day, a darker complexity emerges in these
picture-perfect travelers, the hotel’s cheerful employees, and the idyllic locale itself.
Cristobal Tapia de Veer, Composer
The Woman In The House Across The Street From The Girl In The Window
Mixing wine, pills, casseroles and an overactive imagination, Anna obsesses over a hunky neighbor across
the street and witnesses a murder.
Nami Melumad, Composer
The Wonder Years
A man recalls his experiences growing up in Montgomery, Alabama during the late 1960s.
Jacob Yoffee, Composer
Roahn Hylton, Composer
Scotty Granger, Lyricist
Y: The Last Man
"Y: The Last Man" traverses a post-apocalyptic world in which a cataclysmic event decimates every
mammal with a Y chromosome but for one cisgender man and his pet monkey. The series follows the
survivors in this new world as they struggle to restore what was lost and build something better.
Herdís Stefánsdóttir, Composer

Yellowjackets
Wildly talented high school girls' soccer players descend into savage clans after their plane crashes in the
remote northern wilderness. Twenty-five years later, they discover that what began in the wild is far from
over.
Craig Wedren, Composer
Anna Waronker, Composer

End of Category

Outstanding Music Supervision
Acapulco
Pilot
When he’s hired at Acapulco’s hottest resort, Maximo thinks he’s scored his dream job—but quickly learns
there’s more to it than he thought.

Francisco Javier Nuño, Music Supervisor
Joe Rodriguez, Music Supervisor
The Afterparty
Yasper
Yasper explains how he tried to get Xavier to help him get his music career off the ground. His version of
the events is a toe-tapping musical.

Kier Lehman, Music Supervisor
Always Jane
Farewell, Sparta
Jane's surgery is a success, but now what? With recovery forcing Jane to rest and reflect, she begins
having second thoughts about college and what the next few years will hold. She'll need the help of her
family, both given and chosen, to plot her path forward.

Christine Greene Roe, Music Supervisor
American Rust
Happy Returns
Harris’ investigation continues. Isaac leaves town. Billy and Lee reunite as Buell celebrates a shotgun
wedding.

Anthony Roman, Music Supervisor
Anatomy Of A Scandal
Episode 1
James scrambles to mitigate the scandal’s impact, while a devastated but determined Sophie remembers
happier moments and Kate debates her next move.

Nick Angel, Music Supervisor
And Just Like That...
Seeing The Light
Charlotte plans the ultimate rite of passage for Rock. Che throws Miranda for a loop. Carrie finds closure.

Stephanie Diaz-Matos, Music Supervisor

Angelyne
Dream Machine
Deep dives, punk shows, blood pacts, Corvettes, betrayals, smashed guitars, transformations; Angelyne
swallows a band and a man, whole.

Maggie Phillips, Music Supervisor
Thomas Patterson, Music Supervisor
Kerri Drootin, Music Supervisor
Arcane
The Monster You Created
Perilously close to war, the leaders of Piltover and Zaun reach an ultimatum. But a fateful standoff changes
both cities forever.

Andre Marsh, Music Supervisor
Atypical
Channel The Cat
Elsa makes a meaningful reconnection. Paige plans a romantic night with Sam. Pressure mounts on Casey
ahead of a big track meet.

Lindsay Wolfington, Music Supervisor
Laura Webb, Music Supervisor
Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens
Don't F*ck With Grandmas
Edmund embraces life in Los Angeles, Grandma teaches Brenda about Chinese cuisine and traditions, and
Nora does some soul searching when her car breaks down in New Mexico.

Trygge Toven, Music Supervisor
Toko Nagata, Music Supervisor
The Baby
The Arrival
After yet another friend makes a surprise pregnancy announcement, a dejected Natasha heads to a remote
cabin to get her head straight – only to be confronted by exactly what she sought to get away from: a
baby.

Peter Saville, Music Supervisor
Zoë Ellen Bryant, Music Supervisor
Bad Vegan: Fame. Fraud. Fugitives.
Everything Will Be Fine
Sarma and Anthony flee to Las Vegas, then hide out in the tourist town of Pigeon Forge, Tennessee, where
their past finally catches up with them.

Ryann Fraser, Music Supervisor

Bel-Air
Dreams And Nightmares
Will Smith, a talented West Philadelphia teenager, is sent to live with family in Bel Air; upon his arrival, he
quickly discovers how different things are and that this is his chance at a new beginning.

Jen Ross, Music Supervisor
Philippe Pierre, Music Supervisor
Better Call Saul
Black And Blue
While business booms for Jimmy, the vise tightens on the cat and mouse game between Gus and Lalo.

Thomas Golubić, Music Supervisor
Better Things
We Are Not Alone
Sam and their village.

Nora Felder, Music Supervisor
Janine Scalise, Music Supervisor
Birds Of Paradise
Kate is an aspiring ballerina given a scholarship to attend a prestigious ballet school in Paris. Upon arrival
her confidence is tested by fellow dancer Marine who recently lost her brother. While confrontational at
first, their relationship evolves into an emotionally charged, competitive union beset by lies and sexual
awakening.
Sara Matarazzo, Music Supervisor
Stephanie Pigott, Music Supervisor
Danielle Soury, Music Supervisor
Bitchin': The Sound And Fury Of Rick James
Best remembered as the creator of hits such as “Superfreak” and “Give It To Me Baby”, Rick James
emerged from the city of Buffalo, NY and through determination, grit and talent, rose through the ranks of
American music becoming a major recording artist, influential hit maker, and bona fide star.
Jason Alexander, Music Supervisor
Justin Feldman, Music Supervisor
A Black Lady Sketch Show
Save My Edges, I’m A Donor!
Beauty enthusiasts conduct an epic product purge; Dr. Haddassah relives childhood trauma; A woman
pitches a ridiculous medical drama to Ava DuVernay; “Hidden Figures” rivals crack time travel; A track
coach uses magic; A heckler derails Keisha’s comedy act; Robin, Ashley, Gabrielle and Skye wake up to an
apocalyptic nightmare.

Heather Guibert, Music Supervisor

Blindspotting
The Ordeal
Ashley is ready to ring in the new year with Miles, her partner of 12 years and father of their son, Sean.
But when she turns the corner and finds Miles being dragged out of their apartment, into the back of a
squad car, her world is turned upside down.

Jonathan McHugh, Music Supervisor
BMF
Strictly Business
Meech and Terry create a new system for “The 50 Boyz” to operate more efficiently, while a secret within
their ranks threatens to tear the crew apart.

Derryck “Big Tank” Thornton, Music Supervisor
Brand New Cherry Flavor
I Exist
Sunlit promise — and the darkest danger — lies around each bend when new director Lisa meets a
powerful producer. But he wants more than she expects.

Charlie Haggard, Music Supervisor
Kerri Drootin, Music Supervisor
Bridgerton
The Choice
Anthony’s duty to his family wars with his desire for Kate. Edwina ponders her future — and impresses the
queen. Eloise’s rendezvous stirs suspicion.

Justin Kamps, Music Supervisor
The Chair
Don't Kill Bill
Pressure mounts for Ji-Yoon to turn the department around after Bill’s suspension. The hiring of a new
professor undermines Yaz’s chance at tenure.

Tiffany Anders, Music Supervisor
The Challenge: All Stars
It Takes Two
In the stifling Yucatan jungle, the final four pairs test the relationships they've built and are pushed to their
physical, mental, and emotional limits as they race to the finish for a life-changing $500,000 grand prize.

Peter Davis, Music Supervisor

The Challenge: Spies, Lies, & Allies
The Decision
The Challenge puts a group of young adults against each other in a series of physical and mental events
ranging from endurance contests to hand-to-hand combat to puzzle solving as they all compete for the top
cash prize.

Kate Rubino, Music Supervisor
Roxanne Chalupnik, Music Supervisor
Cheer
Daytona Pt. 1: Don't Be That Guy
It’s day one of the National Championship, and the teams are ready for battle — but it’s been two years
since anyone’s competed. Cue the nerves.

Jon Ernst, Music Supervisor
Chillin Island
Lil’ Tecca Ft. Ezra Koenig
Alec, Dap, and Lex try to catch fish, while a seasick Lil Tecca fishes for an excuse to go home.

Sara Matarazzo, Music Supervisor
Stephanie Pigott, Music Supervisor
Danielle Soury, Music Supervisor
Chucky
Death By Misadventure
When teen Jake Wheeler buys a vintage doll at a yard sale, his young life changes forever.

Charlie Haggard, Music Supervisor
Cobra Kai
Party Time
Miguel and Sam are excited about attending the junior prom until another couple unexpectedly shows up.
Terry lures Johnny to a familiar location.

Michelle Johnson, Music Supervisor
Colin In Black & White
Crystal
Colin works up the courage to ask his crush to the homecoming dance as his mother tries to intervene and
his friends challenge his standard of beauty.

Aamina Gant, Music Supervisor
Come From Away
Filmed version of the Broadway musical which tells the story of 7,000 people stranded in the small town of
Gander, Newfoundland after flights are grounded on 9/11. As the people of Newfoundland graciously
welcome the “come from aways” into their community, the passengers and locals alike process what’s
happened.
Ian Eisendrath, Music Supervisor

Conversations With Friends
Episode 12
Frances faces up to the consequences of her actions and attempts to repair her relationship with Bobbi.
She also finds a fragile understanding with her parents. But as she strives to take control of her life, the
question of her and Nick remains.

Juliet Martin, Music Supervisor
Cowboy Bebop
Cowboy Gospel
After getting shortchanged on the fee for a bounty, Spike and Jet head to New Tijuana on the trail of
another mark — but they’re not the only ones.

Thomas Golubić, Music Supervisor
Dave
Dave
Dave releases his debut album Penith. The rest is history.

Jason Alexander, Music Supervisor
Justin Feldman, Music Supervisor
David Makes Man
Savage, Classy, Bougie, Ratchet
Shella and David discuss his plans for The Ville, and David grows more concerned about Mr. Elijah; David
and Marissa cross paths again, and Shella and JG share a sweet moment.

Jabari Ali, Music Supervisor
Dear White People
Chapter VII
Under new direction, the Varsity Show begins to take on a different form. A party thrown by Joelle’s sister
brings simmering tensions to the surface.

Morgan Rhodes, Music Supervisor
Dexter: New Blood
Cold Snap
For the past decade, Dexter has been living a quiet, isolated life far away from the temptations of his past.
When a local hotshot begins behaving recklessly, he questions whether he can continue to suppress the
murderous urgings of his Dark Passenger.

Michael Hill, Music Supervisor

Dickinson
This Is My Letter To The World
Emily tries to connect with the pain of war by writing to a Union Army colonel and visiting a war hospital.
Henry takes a new job teaching soldiers.

Devoe Yates, Music Supervisor
Gabe Hilfer, Music Supervisor
Dopesick
First Bottle
Richard Sackler begins to launch a powerful new painkiller, a rural doctor is introduced to the drug, a coal
miner plans her future, a DEA agent learns of black market pills and federal prosecutors decide to open a
case into OxyContin.

Amanda Krieg Thomas, Music Supervisor
The Dropout
I'm In A Hurry
Elizabeth Holmes, an optimistic and determined young woman, drops out of Stanford to found a promising
new blood-testing start-up.

Maggie Phillips, Music Supervisor
Emily In Paris
French Revolution
Emily finds her loyalties torn when a fashion show at Versailles sets the stage for a showdown that could
determine Savoir's future — and her own.

Brienne Rose, Music Supervisor
The Essex Serpent
Everything Is Blue
Luke throws a birthday party for Cora. During an eventful night, Cora and Will get closer—and Luke notices
Stella is hiding something.

Connie Farr, Music Supervisor
Euphoria
Trying To Get To Heaven Before They Close The Door
Rue and Jules cross paths for the first time since Christmas as East Highland rings in the new year.

Jen Malone, Music Supervisor
Adam Leber, Music Supervisor
Fantasy Island
Welcome To The Snow Globe
A businesswoman's fantasy of a perfect Christmas tests Roarke in unexpected ways. Meanwhile, Mr. Jones
faces his past, while a new Secret Santa tradition has Ruby and Javier looking to the future.

Melany Mitchell, Music Supervisor

Feel Good
Episode 2
Back in England, Mae is devastated to learn that George has moved on — and disastrously attempts to
have a platonic friendship with her.

Becca Gatrell, Music Supervisor
The Flight Attendant
Drowning Women
After finding potentially incriminating photos in Benjamin’s office, Cassie seeks assurances from Shane –
and continues to avoid Marco – while Megan searches for an all-important lockbox.

Frankie Pine, Music Supervisor
Fresh
Noa (Daisy Edgar-Jones) meets the alluring Steve (Sebastian Stan) at a grocery store and, given her
frustration with dating apps, she takes a chance and gives him her number. After their first date, Noa is
smitten. However, she finds that her new paramour has been hiding some unusual appetites.
Gabe Hilfer, Music Supervisor
Henry Van Roden, Music Supervisor
From
Broken Windows, Open Doors
In the wake of another death, Boyd questions his decision to leave. Kenny steps up and embraces his new
role. Jim rallies the town around his idea to build a radio tower. Fatima urges Ellis to make amends with his
father before it is too late.

Michael A. Perlmutter, Music Supervisor
The Game
A Taste Of Vegas (Part 1)
Tasha juggles her flourishing business and the careers of her clients, including that of her son, Malik, who
is intent on taking his future with the Vegas Fighting Fury to the next level.

Ashley Neumeister, Music Supervisor
Gentefied
Send Me A Sign
After a setback at a deportation hearing, Casimiro asks his late wife for a message. Chris grows closer to
Saraí. Ana parties with Bree’s friends.

Garrett McElver, Music Supervisor

The Gilded Age
A Long Ladder
Marian learns more about Mrs. Chamberlain. George makes a deal to benefit Bertha. Peggy meets a
trailblazing newspaperman.

Evyen J. Klean, Music Supervisor
Janet Lopez, Music Supervisor
Gordon Ramsay: Uncharted
Portugal's Rugged Coast
On the Atlantic coast, Gordon dives into the rich heritage of Portuguese cuisine, influenced by trade routes
and its own ingredients’ simple flavors.

Eric Medina, Music Supervisor
Gossip Girl
Gossip Gone, Girl
As the crew heads upstate for their annual New Year’s bash, Julien holds tight to tradition despite
everything changing around her. Meanwhile, Zoya questions her place in her sister’s group – and Kate
questions the future of Gossip Girl.

Rob Lowry, Music Supervisor
Hacks
Quid Pro Quo
Deborah embraces tour life; Ava grapples with the value of honesty; Jimmy learns the harsh realities of
Hollywood dealmaking.

Matt Biffa, Music Supervisor
Hanna
Resistance
Hanna returns to The Meadows with her cover as a loyal Utrax trainee. As the trainees prepare for their
first missions, Marissa contacts a CIA analyst in Vienna who is on the target list, and uses him for
information. Hanna meets her target Abbas, a charismatic young activist, in Paris.

Iain Cooke, Music Supervisor
Harlem
Once Upon A Time In Harlem
Dr. Pruitt’s choice for Camille’s dream job causes Camille to question her life choices. Tye fights to finalize
her divorce. Angie gets offered a bigger role in the musical. Quinn confronts her feelings for Isabella.

Megan Francouer, Music Supervisor

Hawkeye
Never Meet Your Heroes
Archer Kate Bishop lands in the middle of a criminal conspiracy, forcing Hawkeye out of retirement.

Dave Jordan, Music Supervisor
Justine von Winterfeldt, Music Supervisor
The House
Across different eras, a poor family, an anxious developer and a fed-up landlady become tied to the same
mysterious house in this animated dark comedy.
Nick Angel, Music Supervisor
The Hype
The Co-sign
In a crucial high-stakes finale, the remaining designers drop their collections in an unforgettable runway
show - featuring Estevan Oriol and Jungle Pussy - that will determine whose vision and product are truly
worthy of the hype.

Paul Stewart, Music Supervisor
Insecure
Everything Gonna Be, Okay?!
As she and her friends try to make time for each other no matter what, Issa looks back on all it took to get
to where she is today.

Kier Lehman, Music Supervisor
Insecure: The End
Looking back at five memorable seasons of Insecure, this documentary finds creator/star Issa Rae and
others reflecting on the hit series.
Philippe Pierre, Music Supervisor
Invasion
Crash
Amid chaos, Aneesha makes a difficult decision for the sake of her family. Trevante, a Navy SEAL,
investigates a distress call with his team.

Kevin Edelman, Music Supervisor
Gabe Hilfer, Music Supervisor
Inventing Anna
The Devil Wore Anna
From a yacht off Ibiza to a suite at Paris Fashion Week, Anna’s glamorous lifestyle comes into focus as her
former friends dish out details to Vivian.

Alexandra Patsavas, Music Supervisor

Janet Jackson.
Celebrating the 40th anniversary of Janet’s first album, Janet Jackson, the documentary is an intimate,
honest and unfiltered look at the global icon’s untold story. Producers filmed over five years and were
granted exclusive access to archival footage and Janet’s never before seen home videos, along with starstudded interviews.
Amelia Hartley, Music Supervisor
Jimmy Jam, Music Supervisor
Terry Lewis, Music Supervisor
jeen-yuhs: A Kanye Trilogy
act iii: AWAKENING
The documentary looks complete. But life, death and fame get in the way till two paths cross once more.

Ye, Music Supervisor
Joe vs Carole
A Fairy Tale
Carole testifies before Congress while Joe gets a new partner at the zoo and runs for Governor. Travis
seeks purpose.

Ann Kline, Music Supervisor
Julia
Crêpes Suzette
In San Francisco, Julia tests the waters of her newfound celebrity status alongside celebrated chef James
Beard, leaving a brooding Paul to question the true cost of his wife’s fame.

Jonathan Leahy, Music Supervisor
The Kings Of Napa
She's Gotta Crush It
Vanessa accepts an award on Reginald's behalf while facing truths about her husband's past. August
receives an ominous call, leading her to believe the estate is being targeted. Bridgette fights to get her job
back.

Amanda Krieg Thomas, Music Supervisor
Francesca Harding, Music Supervisor
Legendary
Grand March Part 1
In part one of the grand march, the houses of Labeija, Alpha Omega, Revlon, Makaveli and Lyght must
execute the five major elements of vogue to secure a shot at $100,000.

Paul Stewart, Music Supervisor

Life & Beth
Life & Beth
The cracks in every aspect of Beth's seemingly great but unfulfilling life are starting to show when she gets
earth-shattering news that will upend it all together.

Joseph Rudge, Music Supervisor
The Lincoln Lawyer
He Rides Again
Following a personal and professional spiral, Los Angeles defense lawyer Mickey Haller receives an
unexpected opportunity from a fellow attorney.

Marianne Goode, Music Supervisor
Lisey's Story
Jim Dandy
After a terrifying experience, Lisey opens up the gates of her memory to find answers in Scott’s world of
Boo’ya Moon.

Charles Scott IV, Music Supervisor
Steven Rosen, Music Supervisor
Lizzo's Watch Out For The Big Grrrls
Good As Hell
Season finale. When the Tennessee floods shatter Lizzo’s Bonnaroo debut, the dancers are left wondering
what’s next. Rolling with the punches, Lizzo reveals their new plan. It’s time for the GRRLS to show out
one last time as Lizzo makes her final decisions on who will join her on tour.

Philippe Pierre, Music Supervisor
Loki
Lamentis
Loki finds out The Variant's plan, but he has his own that will forever alter both their destinies.

Dave Jordan, Music Supervisor
Shannon Murphy, Music Supervisor
Love Is Blind
The Pods Are Open!
The Lacheys kick things off as at the singles move into the pods, playfully connect and plan for the future.
Meanwhile, a love triangle takes shape.

Jon Ernst, Music Supervisor
Love Life
Mia Hines
Marcus Watkins begins to question his marriage as he develops a unique friendship with the magnetic Mia
Hines.

Rob Lowry, Music Supervisor

Lucifer
Partners 'Til The End
Desperate to rescue Rory, Lucifer and Chloe confront her kidnapper with guns and wings blazing. Lucifer
finally comes to terms with his purpose.

Justin Kamps, Music Supervisor
Made For Love
Hazel vs. Hazel
As the quest to take down Other Hazel kicks into high gear, relationships are tested – and secrets are
revealed.

Christine Greene Roe, Music Supervisor
MAID
M
Determined to send Maddy to a better preschool, Alex desperately searches for a new place to live, a
process complicated by her government benefits.

Ann Kline, Music Supervisor
The Man Who Fell To Earth
Changes
In what we would call a love letter to his wife on Anthea, Faraday shares with her the complexities of
becoming human.

Catherine Grieves, Music Supervisor
The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel
Episode 8: How Do You Get To Carnegie Hall?
Season finale. After narrowly escaping a police raid at the Wolford, Midge and Lenny finally get together.
Susie’s goons are not happy that Midge turned down a Tony Bennett gig. Moishe demands that Mei convert
to Judaism. Abe struggles with his own mortality. Rose stands up to the Matchmaking Mafia.

Robin Urdang, Music Supervisor
Mary J. Blige’s My Life
In this documentary, the singer, rapper and actress Mary J. Blige reveals the demons and blessings that
inspired the record and propelled her to international stardom. She celebrates the 25th anniversary of her
most influential work by performing the album live for the first time.
Trina-Marie Hill, Music Supervisor
Mayans M.C.
Death Of The Virgin
The divided M.C. comes together in honor of their fallen brothers.

Michelle Silverman, Music Supervisor

Mayor Of Kingstown
Simply Murder
After a tragic accident has deadly consequences, an all-out manhunt ensues. Meanwhile, Mike reaches out
to a former prison contact.

Andrea Von Foerster, Music Supervisor
Midnight Mass
Book I: Genesis
Riley Flynn returns home to family dysfunction, familiar faces and a new priest at St. Patrick’s. Elsewhere
on the island, a dark storm is brewing.

Justine Von Winterfeldt, Music Supervisor
Toko Nagata, Music Supervisor
Miracle Workers: Oregon Trail
What Happens In Branchwater
The wagon train stops in the sinful town of Branchwater, luring Ezekiel into a night of debauchery and
temptation. Meanwhile, Benny finds his favorite saloon has transformed into an inauthentic tourist trap.

Rob Lowry, Music Supervisor
Emily Bender, Music Supervisor
Modern Love
Strangers On A (Dublin) Train
"We met on a train. A perfect, flirtatious, six hours. The beginning of our love story? Trusting in the power
of the universe, we hadn’t exchanged mobile numbers. Sometimes, a romantic plan isn’t enough."

Michael Hill, Music Supervisor
Alison Clark, Music Supervisor
Moon Knight
The Goldfish Problem
Steven Grant learns that he may be a superhero, but may also share a body with a ruthless mercenary.

Dave Jordan, Music Supervisor
Trygge Toven, Music Supervisor
Music Box
Mr. Saturday Night
This documentary chronicles the meteoric career of Australian entrepreneur Robert Stigwood, who gambled
on a magazine article about the Brooklyn nightclub scene and turned it into the 1977 cultural touchstone
Saturday Night Fever, forever changing how film studios approached movie soundtrack synergy, and
leaving an indelible mark on American cinema.

Aminé Ramer, Music Supervisor

Only Murders In The Building
The Sting
Believing the murderer might be a famous resident whom is difficult to access, the group seeks advice from
a renowned podcasting host.

Bruce Gilbert, Music Supervisor
Lauren Marie Mikus, Music Supervisor
Ozark
The Cousin Of Death
Devastated by a tremendous loss, Ruth heads to Chicago to enact revenge as Marty tries to talk her out of
doing something she may regret.

Gabe Hilfer, Music Supervisor
Pachinko
Chapter Four
Newlywed Sunja embarks on an epic journey that takes her far from the comforts of home. Solomon gets
ready for his big day.

Michael Hill, Music Supervisor
Pam & Tommy
Drilling And Pounding
Handyman Rand Gauthier seeks revenge on the celebrity client who stiffs him.

Amanda Krieg Thomas, Music Supervisor
Peacemaker
Monkey Dory
The team scouts the apparent hub for the aliens’ food supply, only to come face-to-face with a full-fledged
invasion. Meanwhile, Auggie’s attempt to sell out his son to the police is complicated by Murn’s mysterious
contact.

Evyen J Klean, Music Supervisor
Ian Broucek, Music Supervisor
Pen15
Yuki
A day in the life of Yuki.

Tiffany Anders, Music Supervisor
Taylor Rowley, Music Supervisor
Phoenix Rising
In this intimate portrait of her experience as a Manson domestic violence survivor turned activist, Evan
Rachel Wood bares her own history, tracking the political and community focus she has established.
Wood’s efforts to affect systemic changes for future survivors prove her resilience, resistance, and rise
from the ashes.
Frally Hynes, Music Supervisor

Physical
Let's Get Down To Business
Debt mounting, Sheila decides to teach a class—but is tasked with recruiting new students. Danny hunts
for enough signatures to get on the ballot.

Liza Richardson, Music Supervisor
Frank Palazzolo, Music Supervisor
The Porter
Episode 104
Junior gets a chilling glimpse at Queenie’s capacity for violence. Zeke and Marlene’s road-trip reignites an
old spark. Lucy’s big debut as a featured performer makes her contemplate a different path.

Jody Colero, Music Supervisor
Kaya Pino, Music Supervisor
The Pursuit Of Love
Episode 1
On the brink of adulthood Fanny and Linda are stuck in the Oxfordshire countryside impatiently waiting for
life to begin. When they finally break free, Linda immediately falls hopelessly in love, leaving Fanny feeling
left behind.

George Vjestica, Music Supervisor
Queen Sugar
Moving So Easily Through That Common Depth
Violet and Hollywood discuss their future; Micah and Isaiah's friendship further develops; Ralph Angel
makes a tough decision.

Aamina Gant, Music Supervisor
Queer Eye
Craw-Zaddy
Years after his wife’s passing, a quirky restaurant owner is ready for change. But both he and his old
school eatery remain trapped in days gone by.

Anthony Michael Smith, Music Supervisor
The Real World Homecoming: New Orleans
The Real 7
The roommates from The Real World New Orleans are reuniting for the first time in 22 years. A decades
long feud quickly resurfaces between Melissa and Julie. Danny reveals Julie’s past betrayal, prompting Julie
to alienate herself. Everyone is taken aback by David’s re-introduction as Tokyo, along with his look.

Brandon Boucher, Music Supervisor

Reservation Dogs
F*ckin' Rez Dogs
Comedy series about four Native American teenagers growing up on a reservation in eastern Oklahoma.

Tiffany Anders, Music Supervisor
Return To Space
Elon Musk and SpaceX engineers embark on a historic mission to return NASA astronauts to the
International Space Station and revolutionize space travel.
Tracy McKnight, Music Supervisor
The Righteous Gemstones
As to How They Might Destroy Him
As BJ’s baptism approaches, Judy clashes with her agnostic in-laws, while Baby Billy struggles with his own
growing family. Still reeling from their father’s revelation, Kelvin and Jesse conspire to put Eli in his place.
Feeling disrespected, Eli reverts back to his wrestler Maniac Kid days and breaks Kelvin’s thumbs.

DeVoe Yates, Music Supervisor
Gabe Hilfer, Music Supervisor
Roar
The Woman Who Disappeared
A woman (Issa Rae) disappears. Literally.

Bruce Gilbert, Music Supervisor
Lauren Marie Mikus, Music Supervisor
Run The World
My Therapist Says
Whitney, Sondi, Ella and Renee attend therapy with a savvy, blunt, upper-west side therapist, Dr. Nancy
Josephson.

Morgan Rhodes, Music Supervisor
Russian Doll
Nowhen
Nadia's 40th birthday is a few days away, and she's planning to celebrate it quietly with Alan. Then
something really strange happens.

Brienne Rose, Music Supervisor
Schmigadoon!
Schmigadoon!
Melissa and Josh stumble upon the strange musical town of Schmigadoon—and are shocked to learn they
can’t leave until they find true love.

Scott M. Riesett, Music Supervisor

Severance
Defiant Jazz
Mark and the team encounter new security measures from Cobel.

George Drakoulias, Music Supervisor
Sex/Life
The Sound Of The Suburbs
As her thoughts continue to drift back to the connection she shared with Brad, Billie proposes a plan to put
Cooper’s mind at ease about her journal.

Howard Paar, Music Supervisor
Shining Girls
Cutline
Kirby Mazrachi suspects her attacker from years earlier may be responsible for a recent murder, but she’s
challenged by her shifting reality.

Maggie Phillips, Music Supervisor
Shining Vale
Chapter Seven - Impertinent Questions
Pat’s deal with Rosemary has rekindled her career and her marriage. But when a housewarming party
spins out of control, Pat realizes she got more than she bargained for.

Kasey Truman, Music Supervisor
61st Street
The Hunter And The Hunted
While on a collision course with the Chicago Police Department, Moses makes contact with the one person
who could save him. Martha chases political aspirations.

Yancey Richardson, Music Supervisor
Slow Horses
Failure's Contagious
River Cartwright is ousted from MI5 and finds himself in a place worse than purgatory: Slough House,
dumping ground for failed spies.

Catherine Grieves, Music Supervisor
Snowpiercer
A New Life
A series of terrorist attacks threaten to derail Layton and Zarah's big day.

Natasha Duprey, Music Supervisor

Somebody Somewhere
Mrs. Diddles
On her quest to re-inspire Joel, Sam discovers a new potential location for Choir Practice. And finally, on a
purple party bus, Sam realizes just how far she’s come.

Maggie Phillips, Music Supervisor
Christine Greene Roe, Music Supervisor
Jillian Ennis, Music Supervisor
Sort Of
Sort Of Back
Bessy is in a coma and Paul is not handling the stress very well. Sabi’s dreams of Berlin with 7ven have
now disappeared from the dropdown menu.

Jody Colero, Music Supervisor
Kaya Pino, Music Supervisor
The Staircase
The Great Dissembler
As the DA’s office attempts to solidify their case, shocking new details surface about Michael’s past that
threaten to derail the defense.

Randall Poster, Music Supervisor
Station Eleven
Wheel Of Fire
After renowned actor Arthur Leander tragically collapses onstage, Jeevan Chaudhary and young Kirsten
Raymonde have a chance meeting – and soon face an important decision that could save their lives.

Liza Richardson, Music Supervisor
Stranger Things
Chapter Four: Dear Billy
Max is in grave danger... and running out of time. A patient at Pennhurst asylum has visitors. Elsewhere, in
Russia, Hopper is hard at work.

Nora Felder, Music Supervisor
The Survivor
The true story of Harry Haft, who after being sent to Auschwitz, survived not only the unspeakable horrors
of the camp, but the gladiatorial boxing spectacle he was forced to perform with fellow prisoners for his
captor’s amusement. Haft’s driven by his quest to reunite with the woman he loves.
Allan Mason, Music Supervisor
Swagger
#Radicals
Six months after the season shutdown, Swagger DMV embark on a road trip and play in a tournament
where they’re confronted with racism.

Derryck "Big Tank" Thornton, Music Supervisor

Sweet Life: Los Angeles
Sweet Life
As Tylynn prepares for her “Black Is Back” event, the crew discusses potential fallout from the situationship
drama looming over the single members of the group. Meanwhile, Cheryl and Jerrold consider the next step
in their relationship.

Sarah Bromberg, Music Supervisor
Stephanie Diaz-Matos, Music Supervisor
Eric Medina, Music Supervisor
Sweet Magnolias
Find It In Your Heart
When the mayor won’t see them, the Magnolias take their plans to the next level. At karaoke, Helen and
Erik give the town something to talk about.

Valerie Biggin, Music Supervisor
Ted Lasso
No Weddings And A Funeral
Rebecca is stunned by a sudden loss. The team rallies to show their support, but Ted finds himself
grappling with a piece of his past.

Tony Von Pervieux, Music Supervisor
Christa Miller, Music Supervisor
They Call Me Magic
Buck
After clinching the 1980 NBA Championship, Magic’s popularity soars. But his personal life is turbulent, and
new NBA rivals emerge.

Barry Cole, Music Supervisor
This Is Us
Day Of The Wedding
The Pearsons gather for Kate's wedding.

Manish Raval, Music Supervisor
Tom Wolfe, Music Supervisor
Tiger King 2
Stark Raving Mad
Tim vows to stand his ground. Jeff goes to bat for Joe, but one last stunning claim from a familiar face
turns the story on its head yet again.

Ryann Fraser, Music Supervisor

The Tourist
Episode One
When a man wakes up in the Australian outback with no memory, he must use the few clues he has to
discover his identity before his past catches up with him.

David Fish, Music Supervisor
Trying
Helicopters
Nikki and Jason make a hopeful visit on their adoption journey. Nikki sets Erica up with Jason's friend.
Karen is drawn to Deven, a single dad.

Catherine Grimes, Music Supervisor
Untold
Crime & Penalties
They were the bad boys of hockey — a team bought by a man with mob ties, run by his 17-year-old son,
and with a rep for being violent as they were good.

Chris Swanson, Music Supervisor
Jessica Berndt, Music Supervisor
Uprising
Fire
London 1981: with racial tensions rising, a party ends in fire and 13 young black British people die. This is
the story of that party and the events that led up to it.

Ed Bailie, Music Supervisor
A Very British Scandal
Episode 1
Once considered the most beautiful debutante of the 1930s, heiress Margaret Sweeny, amid divorce,
meets the dashing Ian Campbell, future Duke of Argyll. What begins as sexual chemistry leads to marriage,
with Margaret having fallen in love with Ian and his crumbling ancestral seat, Inveraray Castle and
financing its restoration.

Pete Saville, Music Supervisor
Zoë Ellen Bryant, Music Supervisor
Vice
Descent Into Darkness & Merging With Madness
Matthew Cassel travels to Lebanon to examine the anatomy of a failed state and the impact of that failure
on ordinary people and the region; Alice Hines meets cyborgs, neuroscientists and tech pioneers to explore
the rapidly blurring line between biology and technology.

Jackie Palazzolo, Music Supervisor

Virgin River
Life And Death
Heartbroken, Mel heads to LA to support Joey at her divorce hearing. More of Jack’s memories return. Lily
asks her friends to care for her children.

Lindsay Wolfington, Music Supervisor
Voir
Summer Of The Shark
For Sasha Stone, summer 1975 evokes endless days, first kisses, "Jaws" on repeat — and the start of a
long love affair with the movies.

Ashley Waldron, Music Supervisor
The Voyeurs
A young couple find themselves becoming interested in the sex life of their neighbors across the street.
What starts as an innocent curiosity turns into an unhealthy obsession, after they discover that one
neighbor is cheating. Temptation and desire cause their lives to become tangled together leading to deadly
consequences.
Willa Yudell, Music Supervisor
Mikki Itzigsohn, Music Supervisor
We're Here
Del Rio, Texas
Pride Month proves the perfect opportunity for Bob, Eureka, and Shangela to visit the border town of Del
Rio, Texas. There, the queens celebrate gay mayor Bruno Lozano’s positive impact on the community, help
guide Joey on his gender identity journey, and support Esael’s coming out.

Julie Sessing, Music Supervisor
Wendy Turnbull, Music Supervisor
What We Do In The Shadows
The Siren
Nadja and Nandor tell the crew they will share power rule on alternate days / Nadja doll runs away /Laszlo
and Colin head to Plum Island and are hypnotized by the singing bird woman /The gang bring Nadja doll
home/Laszlo saves Colin and brings him home.

Nora Felder, Music Supervisor
White Hot: The Rise & Fall Of Abercrombie & Fitch
All the cool kids were wearing it. This documentary explores A&F’s pop culture reign in the late ‘90s and
early 2000s and how it thrived on exclusion.
Brittany Whyte, Music Supervisor

The White Lotus
Departures
Rachel shares harsh truths with Shane and confides in Belinda, who’s reeling from bad news regarding her
proposal. As the Mossbachers recover from their harrowing burglary scare, Quinn reveals major life plans.
With nothing left to lose, Armond goes on an all-out bender and gets the ultimate revenge on Shane.

Janet Lopez, Music Supervisor
Why Women Kill
Secret Beyond The Door
With dreams of status and glamour, Alma Fillcot hopes to fill a recently vacated seat in her local Garden
Club, but all of that preparation and hard work is jeopardized when she discovers her husband's shocking
secret

Jennifer Smith, Music Supervisor
Winning Time: The Rise Of The Lakers Dynasty
The Swan
Businessman Jerry Buss bets it all on the lackluster Los Angeles Lakers--and rookie phenom Earvin "Magic"
Johnson.

Gabe Hilfer, Music Supervisor
With Love
Dia De Los Muertos
A one-hour romantic dramedy series centered around siblings Lily and Jorge Diaz and their family, tracking
their stories over the course of a year through the heightened framework of the holidays. The Diaz’s weave
in and out of the lives of seemingly unrelated people as they search for love.

Frankie Pine, Music Supervisor
Wolf Like Me
Episode 5
Gary and Mary take off on a camping trip to break the news of Mary’s secret to Emma; Mary discovers she
is pregnant and fears what may be growing inside her.

Andrew Kotatko, Music Supervisor
The Wonder Years
Pilot
The coming-of-age story of a 12-year-old Black boy in Montgomery, Alabama, in the late 1960s, as told by
his adult self.

Amani "Burt Blackarach" Smith, Music Supervisor

Wu-Tang: An American Saga
Protect Ya Neck
The Clan digs deep to make a perfect record to take the industry by storm.

Mary Ramos, Music Supervisor
King Tech, Music Supervisor
Yellowjackets
Pilot
Wildly talented high school girls' soccer players descend into savage clans after their plane crashes in the
remote northern wilderness. Twenty-five years later, they discover that what began in the wild is far from
over.

Jen Malone, Music Supervisor
Whitney A. Pilzer, Music Supervisor
Yellowstone
All I See Is You
John seeks revenge with help from some unexpected allies. Kayce solves a problem with an unconventional
method. Beth gives Carter his options. Jimmy prepares for a change.

Andrea Von Foerster, Music Supervisor
You
What Is Love?
As news permeates the community about a recent murder, Joe looks toward a future with Marienne — but
hell hath no fury like Love scorned.

Season Kent, Music Supervisor
Young Rock
Unprecedented Fatherhood
As the 2032 election nears, Dwayne reflects on what it means to be a father. In 1984, little Dewey vies for
his father’s attention after Rocky becomes the WWF tag team champ. In 1987, teenage Dwayne arrives in
Nashville. In 1996, adult Dwayne struggles in the Canadian Football League.

Trygge Toven, Music Supervisor
Martin Mycoo, Music Supervisor
Zoey's Extraordinary Christmas
On her first holiday without her father, Zoey wants to create a magical Christmas for her family just like
the ones Mitch used to do.
Jen Ross, Music Supervisor

End of Category

